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The corporate governance system of IDGC of Urals
(OAO) is based on principles designed to multiply
assets, enhance investment prospects and market
value, maintain the Company’s financial stability
and profitability as well as respect the rights and
interests of stockholders and stakeholders.

First Head
of Sverdlovenergo
in 1942–1949
and 1957-1962

Bogoslovskaya CHPP
The construction of the plant was initiated in 1941 and
continued throughout the WW2 to supply Bogoslovsky
aluminum plant with electric energy.
The first portion of aluminum was smelted May 09, 1945
(Russia’s Victory Day).
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRACTICES
The Company interprets corporate governance as a set of processes fostering management and oversight of its operations and encapsulating relations between stockholders, Board of Directors and executive bodies in the best interests of
stockholders. The Company views corporate governance as a tool to enhance its performance efficiency and reputation
and reduce the cost of capital.
Our corporate governance is premised on the principles, described below:
Accountability

Fairness

Transparency

Responsibility

Our bylaw stipulates accountability of the Company’s Board of Directors to
all stockholders in line with
the Russian laws and serves
as guidance for the Board
of Directors in formulating
the strategy and administering executive bodies of
the Company.

The Company is voluntarily committed to protect
stockholder rights and enforce equal treatment of all
stockholders. The Board of
Directors affords all stockholders an opportunity of
viable defense if their rights
are disregarded.

The Company enforces justin-time disclosure of reliable
information regarding all
corporate events or actions,
including but not limited to
its financial position, performance, ownership structure
and management, and oversees that any stakeholder
has an unhindered access
to such information.

The Company recognizes
its liability to all stockholders of the Company.

Its corporate governance practices kept upgraded, the Company keeps its fingers on the pulse of corporate governance trends evolving in Russia. The Company highlights the importance of the Corporate Governance Code, adopted
and enforced by the Central Bank since 2014. Principles and recommendations of the Code set the bar high and serve
as a guidemark for further development of corporate governance system by the Company. We also focus hard on regulatory requirements to reflect them in our corporate governance practices.
The corporate governance practice of
IDGC of Urals (OAO) features the following positive aspects through the
lens of the protection of stockholder
rights:

•T
 he preparation procedure for meetings of the Board of Directors provides the Board of Directors members with the opportunity to properly
prepare for a meeting;

• Information for the annual general
meeting of stockholders is posted on
the Company’s web-site;

•W
 e have set up 5 committees (Audit
Committee, Personnel and Remunerations Committee, Strategy and
Development Committee, Reliability
Committee, Technological Connection Committee) to be governed by
the relevant Regulations;

•T
 he Company has successfully paid
dividends for 2010-2015;
•T
 o determine dividend payments,
the Company focuses on RAS net
profit figures;
•R
 SM RUS (OOO), a known leader in
auditor and advisory services operating in Russia since 1992, elected
on a competitive basis, was hired to
audit the Company’s RAS and IFRS
financials statements.
The corporate governance practice of
IDGC of Urals (OAO) features the following positive aspects through the
lens of management and oversight
bodies:
• Independent directors are elected to
the Board of Directors;
•M
 eetings of the Board of Directors
are conducted regularly, attended by
a sufficient number of participants
and consistent with previously adopted action plan;

•T
 he Company has set up a unit performing internal audit functions – Internal Audit Department – that is responsible to the Board of Directors;
•T
 he Company has set up a unit, liable
for key risk management functions.
The financial and non-financial information disclosure practice features
the following positive aspects:
•T
 he Company’s web-site is regularly
maintained and updated with large
quantities of useful information on
the Company and its performance;
•T
 he Company discloses information
on its major stockholder with 51.52%
interest in the Company’s capital;
•T
 he Company discloses detailed information on members of the Board
of Directors and Executive Board of
the Company;

•T
 he Company discloses all mandatory forms of financial (accounting)
statements prepared under International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) and Russian Accounting Standards (RAS).
Corporate social responsibility and
sustainable development of IDGC of
Urals (OAO) features the following
positive aspects:
•T
 he Company has adopted bylaws
regulating corporate social responsibility matters;
• IDGC of Urals (ОАО) has adopted
the Corporate Ethics Code that envisages mission, values, principles of
intracorporate conduct, principles of
relations with stakeholders, conservation of resources and assets of the
Company;
•T
 he Company implements corporate social projects for IDGC of Urals
(OAO) employees and their families,
people residing in regions where the
Company operates as well as charity
and sponsorship programs;
•T
 he Company’s operations are certified for compliance with ISO 9001,
14001, 50001 and OHSAS 18001.
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Compliance with the principles of the Corporate Governance Code
Aspects
Rights of stockholders and equal treatment of
stockholders in the exercising of their rights
Board of Directors
Corporate Secretary
Remuneration system
Risk Management and Internal Control System
Information disclosure, information policy
Significant and important corporate actions and
events
Total

Principles,
recommended by
the Code
13

Principles
complied with in
full
11

Principles
complied with in
part
2

Principles that are
not complied with
by the Company
0

36
2
10
6
7
5

13
2
7
6
5
4

14
0
1
0
2
0

9
0
2
0
0
1

79

48

19

12

Examine Appendix for more details on the Company’s compliance with the principles and recommendations of the Corporate Governance Code.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE SYSTEM
The corporate governance system of IDGC of Urals (OAO) is based on principles designed to multiply assets, enhance
investment prospects and market value, maintain the Company’s financial stability and profitability as well as respect the
rights and interests of stockholders and stakeholders.
Disclosure and transparency of financial information aligned with preservation
of the Company’s interests in terms of commercial secrets and confidential information play a significant role in the IDGC of Urals corporate governance system.
One of the most important channels for distribution of information, available to
the majority of stakeholders, is the Company’s official web-site www.mrsk-ural.
ru/en/, containing Investor Relations Section www.mrsk-ural.ru/en/ir/ and Company’s official web-page at the Interfax newswire system www.e-disclosure.ru/
portal/company.aspx?id=12105.
These resources can freely be used to view the latest Company’s news, financial
and operational performance, variety of statements, reports and other useful
information on the Company’s operations as well as bylaws regulating management and oversight bodies of the Company (The Charter, Regulations on the
General Meeting of Stockholders, Regulations on the Board of Directors, Regulations on the Executive Board, Regulations on the Board of Internal Auditors,
etc.). Adhering to the principle of equal access to the information for all stakeholders, IDGC of Urals (OAO) publishes information on its official web-site both
in Russian and English.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE MANAGEMENT AND OVERSIGHT BODIES AT IDGC OF URALS (OAO)
Basic Definitions:
GENERAL MEETING OF STOCKHOLDERS is the supreme governing
body which purview covers the most
significant aspects of the Company’s
activities.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS is the governing body, designed to handle the
overall management of the Company
and liable for strategic management
focusing on enhanced shareholder
value of the Company. The Board of
Directors oversees the Company’s executive bodies and supervises their
efficiency.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS COMMITTEES are consultative and advisory
bodies assisting the Board of Directors
in its overall charge of the Company.

CORPORATE SECRETARY is a Company’s official enforcing Company’s
compliance with Russian laws, Charter
and bylaws of the Company that guarantee implementation of rights and interests of stockholders.

EXTERNAL AUDITOR is the supervisory body, approved by the General Meeting at the suggestion of the
Board of Directors to conduct annual
audits of the Company’s RAS and IFRS
financial statements.

EXECUTIVE BOARD is the collegiate
executive body that manages the
Company’s day-to-day operations.

INTERNAL CONTROL is a process carried out by the Company’s Board of
Directors, Board of Internal Auditors,
officers and employees of all Company’s management levels to enforce
reasonable assurance of goal achievement.

GENERAL DIRECTOR is the sole executive body that performs the functions of the Chair of the Company’s
Executive Board.
BOARD OF INTERNAL AUDITORS is
the supervisory body that oversees
the Company’s financial and operational activities and is elected by the
General Meeting of Stockholders.

INTERNAL AUDIT (DEPARTMENT) is
a unit of the Company, liable for analysis and evaluation of the Company’s
business processes.
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General Meeting of Stockholders is the
supreme governing body of IDGC of
Urals (OAO). The Charter of the Company includes the following aspects
into its purview:
• Revision, restatement and amendment of the Charter or adoption of the
Charter in a new version;
• Restructuring of the Company;
• Definition of quantity, par value, category (class) of authorized stock and
rights attaching to the stock.
The exhaustive list of the General Meeting’s purview is described in
clause 10.2, article 10 of the Company’s Charter. Aspects comprising the
General Meeting’s purview cannot be
delegated to the Board of Directors,
Executive Board and General Director
of the Company. The General Meeting
is not entitled to examine and decide
on aspects that are not affirmed as
its competence by the Federal JointStock Companies’ Law. The Charter
and Regulations on the General Meeting of Stockholders stipulate preparation and conduct of the general meetings of stockholders by IDGC of Urals
(OAO).
Guided by recommendations of the
Corporate Governance Code, the

B

O A

R

R ole
The Board of Directors handles overall management of
the Company’s operations
and is vital element of the
corporate governance system of IDGC of Urals (OAO).
Its competence is defined in
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STO C K H O L D E R S

Company strives to provide its stockholders with a large variety of materials during arrangement of the general
meeting to enhance feasibility of their
decisions, including but not limited
to position of the Board of Directors
with regard to the meeting agenda,
charts and tables for comparison of
the current versions and to-be-introduced revisions of the Company’s bylaws. All materials are posted on the
Company’s official web-site and In-

The Regulations on the General Meeting of Stockholders stipulate, in an
easy-to-understand manner, the mechanics of the meeting, with stockholders permitted to discuss the
agenda items and address relevant
questions. Votes regarding agenda
items of the General Meeting are tallied by the counting board. Its functions are performed by the independent registrar of the Company. Voting
results are announced at the meeting.

The Company’s annual general meeting of stockholders was conducted June 06, 2016. Stockholders decided to adopt the Company’s annual report and annual
accounting statements (including but not limited to
profit and loss statements), to distribute FY2015 net
profit; payout deadlines and form of FY2015 dividend;
election of the Board of Directors and Board of Internal Auditors, approval of the Company’s auditor, etc.
terfax newswire web-page within 30
days prior to the General Meeting of
Stockholders to provide a just-in-time
unhindered access to them for proper
examination.

D

O

of

the

F

D

Board

the Charter* and is clearly
demarcated from the purview of executive bodies
that manage Company’s
day-to-day operations. The
Board of Directors’ expertise
comprises issues stipulated

I

R
of

E

Minutes of the General Meetings of
Stockholders are posted at General
Meeting of Stockholders Section of
the corporate web-site (Main/About
us/Governing and Oversight Bodies/
General Meeting of Stockholders).

C

T O

R

S

D irectors

by the Federal Joint-Stock
Companies’ Law as well as a
wide range of additional issues in the spheres of:
• Finance and investments,
• Business planning,

• Procurements,
• Management of affiliates
and associates in terms of
core operational issues,
• Internal control, risk management and internal audit.

T he Board of D irectors ’ C hair
The Chair of the Board of Directors bears personal responsibility for leading
the activities of the Board of Directors and its performance. The Chair keeps
the focus of the Board of Directors on strategic management of the Company delegating operational control to the executive team. The Chair oversees
that the Board of Directors receives accurate, reliable and relevant information in a timely manner to foster a substantive discussion of issues. The Chair
fosters constructive interaction among the members of the Board of Directors and between the Board of Directors and Executive Board.
In January–December 2016 Aleksandr Nikolaevich Fadeev headed the Board
of Directors. Since December 2016 the Board of Directors is chaired by Sergey
Aleksandrovich Semerikov.

* Clause 15.1 Article 15 of the Charter of IDGC of Urals (OAO).
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I ndependent

D irectors

and

T heir

R ole *

The independent directors provide an independent perspective to the work of the Board of Directors, through their knowledge, experience and qualifications. The independent directors demonstrate a high level of expertise, independent judgement and independent votes on agenda items. The objectivity of the independent directors and their constructive criticism
are of great value to the Board of Directors and Company on the whole. The Company highly values the significant contribution that the independent directors make to improve the performance of the Board of Directors. To foster objectivity
of resolutions and balance interests of various stockholder groups the Company strives to have at least three independent
directors in the Board of Directors.

C

orporate

To embed key elements
and provisions of the Corporate Governance Code
into the corporate governance system of IDGC of
Urals (OAO) a position of
the Corporate Secretary
was introduced to our
payroll schedule this year.
The status of the corporate secretary,
candidate specification, appointment
and removal of the corporate secretary, reporting line, order of interaction
with the governing bodies and units of
the Company and other relevant activities are defined in the Regulations
on the Corporate Secretary of IDGC of
Urals (OAO) . The Corporate Secretary
of the Board of Directors is appointed
by the Board of Directors as advised
by the Chair of the Board of Directors.

C omposition

S

ecretary

The Regulations stipulate the following
functions of the Corporate Secretary:
•F
 acilitation of Company’s cooperation with regulators, trading institutions, registrar, other professional
participants of the securities market;
• Involvement into arrangement and
conduct of Company’s general meetings of stockholders;
• Involvement into promotion of the
Company’s information disclosure
policy and oversight of custody of
Company’s corporate documents;

The Corporate Secretary of IDGC of
Urals (OAO) is Sergey Anatolyevich
Gusak.
Background information: Born in 1977.
Educational background: Urals State
Law Academy (graduate degree).
Since 2008 – Head of Corporate
Governance and Stockholder Relations
Department at IDGC of Urals (OAO).
Share in the charter capital/Common
stock owned: 0.0033% / 2,860,000
shares.
No security transactions statements
during 2016 were filed with the Company.

• Involvement into improvement of
Company’s corporate governance
system and practices;
•A
 dministration of day-to-day performance of the Board of Directors;
•F
 acilitation of Company’s relationships with stockholders, prevention of
corporate conflicts, implementation
of procedures enforcing rights and
interests of stockholders, set forth by
the Russian laws and Company’s bylaws, oversight of the progress.

of

the

Clause 16.1 Article 16 of the Company’s Charter states that
the Board of Directors consists of 11 directors. The quantitative composition perfectly matches the goals and objectives of the Company and industry practices and secures a
required balance of purviews of the Board of Directors.
The specificity of the structure of shareholder capital (Rosseti owns 51.52% of the voting power) explains the fact that
the vast majority of the Board of Directors is elected as
advised by the controlling stockholder – Rosseti (PAO).
11-director composition of the Board of Directors comprises seven non-executive directors (representatives of the
controlling stockholder), two independent directors, one
representative of the Russian Ministry of Energy and one
executive director.
Taking into account the strategic importance of the challenges facing the Board of Directors, the Board members
must have the confidence of stockholders and ensure that
duties entrusted to them are performed in the most efficient manner possible. The existing structure of the Board
of Directors fosters appropriate level of independence from
the Company’s management to oversee the latter’s work
in the proper way. IDGC of Urals (OAO) has a transparent

Board

He was appointed the Corporate Secretary of IDGC of Urals by the Board
of Directors’ resolution dated as of
10.06.2016 (Minutes No.201 dated as
of 13.06.2016).

of

D irectors

procedure for electing members of the Board of Directors,
specifically:
•T
 he Company provides stockholders with two months to
promote nominees to the Board of Directors, while laws
stipulate one month;
•T
 he Company shares information regarding nominees to
the Board of Directors with stakeholders in a timely manner (immediately after minutes of a Board of Directors
meeting to examine the item are prepared) by disclosing a relevant corporate event/action newsletter (detailed
information on nominees is posted on the Company’s
web-site within 30 days prior to the general meeting with
“Election of the Board of Directors” item on the agenda);
• The Company employs the principle of cumulative voting
to elect the Board of Directors and explains its procedures;
•T
 he Company announces the voting results on the issues
examined, with presence of quorum and number of votes
for each voting alternative disclosed;
•T
 he Company posts minutes of the general meetings of
stockholders on its official web-site.

* IDGC of Urals (OAO) is guided by criteria of independence, set forth by the Corporate Governance Code of the Bank of Russia.
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The list of directors serving on the Company’s Board of Directors in 2016 and now (prior to the report adoption date)
Name, short biography
Composition Composition
Positions of the Board of Directors members are given as of the nomination date.
No. 1*
No. 2**
The directors consented disclosure of personal data in the report in a manner,
18.06.201506.06.2016–
consistent with laws of the Russian Federation.
06.06.2016
present day
Aleksandr Nikolaevich FADEEV. Born in 1949.
+
+
Educational background: Moscow Institute of Geodesy, Aerial Photography and Cartography
Engineers (graduate degree). Deputy General Director for Security at Rosseti (PAO) since 2014.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Sergey Georgievich DREGVAL. Born in 1971
+
+
Educational background: Kiev International Civil Aviation University, Tyumen State Oil&Gas University
(graduate degrees). General Director at IDGC of Urals (OAO) since 2014.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Yuri Vladimirovich GONCHAROV. Born in 1977
+
+
Educational background: Moscow State Mining University (graduate degree).
Deputy General Director for Corporate Governance at Rosseti (PAO) since 2013.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Yulia Vitalyevna YASCHERITSYNA. Born in 1978
+
+
Educational background: Moscow State Institute of Economy and Statistics (graduate degree).
Director of Economic Planning and Budgeting Department at Rosseti (PAO) since 2013.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Natalya Aleksandrovna OZHE. Born in 1974
+
+
Educational background: Lomonosov Moscow State University (graduate degree).
Project director at GK Renova (AO) in 2012-2015, Deputy General Director for Legal and Corporate
Affairs at Gazeks (AO) since 2015.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Yakov Savelyevich TESIS. Born in 1974
+
+
Educational background: Lomonosov Moscow State University (graduate degree). Project director
at GK Renova (AO) in 2012-2016. M&A and Project Director at Renova Aktiv (ООО) since 2016.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Pavel Nikolayevich SNIKKARS. Born in 1978
+
+
Educational background: Siberia Academy of Civil Service, Siberia University of Consumer’s
Cooperation (graduate degrees), Candidate of Economic Sciences. Director of Energy Sector
Development Department at Russian Ministry of Energy since 2013.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Sergey Viktorovich VERKHOTUROV. Born in 1989
+
Educational background: Urals Federal University (graduate degree). Head of Section for Privatization
and Corporate Governance of Sverdlovsk Regional Directorate of Russian Property Fund in 2015.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Evgeni Rudolfovich VILLEVALD. Born in 1971
+
Educational background: Lomonosov Moscow State University (graduate degree).
Project Director at GK Renova (ZAO) since 2012.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Sergey Mikhailovich KATAEV. Born in 1975
+
Educational background: Moscow Energy Institute (graduate degree).
Director of Production Asset Management Department at Rosseti (PAO) since 2014.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Roman Nikolayevich SHULGINOV. Born in 1975
+
Educational background: Pyatigorsk State Linguistics University, North Caucasus State Technical
University, Saint Petersburg State Polytechnic University (graduate degrees), Candidate of Economic
Sciences. Head of Technological Automated Systems and Communications Directorate of Corporate
and Technological ACS Development Department at Rosseti (PAO) since 2014.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Sergey Aleksandrovich SEMERIKOV. Born in 1979
+
Educational background: Urals State Technical University – UPI (graduate degree).
Deputy General Director at Rosseti (PAO) since 2015.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Vladimir Vladimirovich SOFYIN. Born in 1969
+
Educational background: Urals State Technical University – UPI (graduate degree).
Director of Technological Development and Innovations Department at Rosseti (PAO) since 2013.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Aleksandr Viktorovich SHEVCHUK. Born in 1983
+
Educational background: Finance Academy under the Government of the Russian Federation
(graduate degree). Executive Director at Association of Professional Investors since 2013.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.
Roman Avgustovich DMITRIK. Born in 1971
+
Educational background: Perm State Technical University, Perm State University (graduate degree).
General Director at Regional Distributive Grid Company (ООО) since 2013.
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.

* Resolution of the General Meeting of Stockholders (Minutes No.8 dated as of 18.06.2015).
** Resolution of the General Meeting of Stockholders (Minutes No.9 dated as of 06.06.2016).
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Educational background

In 2016 the Board of Directors underwent a significant reshuffling. A new
blood, represented by Sergey Aleksandrovich Semerikov, Vladimir Vladimirovich Sofyin, Aleksandr Viktorovich
Shevchuk, Roman Avgustovich Dmitrik, has joined the Board of Directors.
36% renewal of the
Board composition
has brought a fresh look at agenda
items scrutinized during the Board
and Board Committees’ meetings.

4

Finance, Economics

3

3
2
3

Law

3

Industry-speciﬁc

3

Management

4

3

Other

2

Board of Directors Composition No.1
(18.06.2015-06.06.2016)

Board of Directors Composition No.2
(06.06.2016-31.12.2016)

S.G. Dregval, P.N. Snikkars, R.N. Shulginov, R.A. Dmitrik have two and more graduate
degrees. P.N. Snikkars and R.N. Shulginov hold Candidate of Science degrees.

Board of D irectors ’ P rogress R eport
Key aspects examined by the Board of Directors
in 2016, %

Corporate
Governance

Budgeting
and Finance

37%
Oversight
and Reporting

Other
aspects

22%
22%

8%
8%

3%

In 2016 the Company’s Board of Directors has conducted
30 meetings: 26 in-absentia meetings and 4 mixed (in-presentia/in-absentia) meetings. The Board of Directors has
scrutinized 276 agenda items on its meetings.

Strategic
and Investment
Planning
Revision
of bylaws

2016
2015
2014

Board of Directors meetings conducted
Total
InInMixed
absentia presentia (in-presentia/
in-absentia)
30
26
0
4
25
20
1
4
23
22
0
1

Agenda
items
examined
276
235
233

Key topics, examined by the Board of Directors in 2016*
Corporate Governance
• examination of agenda
items to be included into
the general meeting’s
agenda,
proposed
by
stockholders;
• examination of nominees
to be elected to the Board
of Directors and Board
of Internal Auditors, proposed by stockholders;
• examination of practical
arrangements related to
convention of the 2015
annual general meeting of
stockholders and its location, date and time;

•p
 reliminary adoption of
the Company’s 2015 annual report;
•e
 xamination of issues related to FY2015 profit distribution and dividends;
•p
 reparation of recommendations to agenda items
of the annual general
meeting of stockholders;
•a
 pproval of forms and
wording of voting papers
for the annual general
meeting;
•d
 efinition of the AGSM announcement procedure;

• approval of AGSM-related
expenses;

•a
 doption of the Committees’ budgets;

• adoption of a contract between the Company and
its registrar;

•d
 issociation from affiliated and associated companies;

• examination of agenda
items regarding election
of the Chair of the Board
of Directors, Deputy Chair
and Corporate Secretary;

•d
 etermination of positions
of Company’s representatives serving on governing
bodies of Company’s affiliates.

• adoption of the Board of
Directors action plan for
2016-2017 corporate year;
• reshuffling of the Board of
Directors Committees;

Budgeting and Finance
• adoption and revision of the Company’s 2016 business plan;

• adoption of the Series 001R Exchange-Traded Bond Program;

•a
 doption of the prospectus of the
bonds to be placed under the Series
001R Exchange-Traded Bond Program.

Strategic and Investment Planning
• adoption of the program to enhance counter-terrorist and anti-diversionary protection of
Company’s facilities for
2016-2022;

• adoption of the action
plans to reduce overdue
transmission receivables
and reconciliation;
• examination and adoption
of drafts of the Company’s investment program
for 2016-2021;

•a
 doption of the Key Operating Risk Register;
•a
 doption of the Enhanced
Efficiency and Improved
Performance Action Plan
for 2016-2020;

•a
 doption of the Grid Asset Consolidation Program for 2016-2018;
•a
 doption of the Insurance
Coverage Program for
2017;
•a
 doption of the Company’s Procurement Program for 2017.

*F
 ind the exhaustive list of examined agenda items and wording of the Board’s resolutions at Board of Directors Section
of the corporate web-site (Main/About us/Governing and Oversight Bodies/Board of Directors).
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Revision of Bylaws
• r evision of the Regulations on Remunerations and Compensations due to
the Board of Directors Committee
members;

•a
 doption of the Amended and Restated Regulations on Insider Information Processing, Internal Control
Policy, Internal Audit Policy, Regulations on the Board of Directors Audit
Committee, Risk Management Policy, Investment Policy, etc.

•a
 doption of the Regulations on the
Generation and Use of the Sponsorship and Charity Fund.

Oversight and Reporting
•a
 doption of the quarterly
completion reports with
regard to the business
plan;
•e
 xamination of reports
regarding execution of
Board of Directors assignments;
•e
 xamination of insurance
coverage reports;

• examination of progress
reports regarding sale of
non-core assets;
• examination of progress
reports prepared by the
Executive Board;
• examination of reports regarding management of
key operating risks;

•e
 xamination of the 2015
Internal Auditor report
regarding efficiency of
internal control and risk
management system*;
•e
 xamination of the Audit
Committee progress report for 2015-2016 corporate year;

•e
 xamination of Company’s
progress report prepared
by the General Director;
•e
 xamination of progress
reports with regard to the
Enhanced Efficiency and
Improved
Performance
Action Plan.

Other aspects
•a
 doption of the related-party transactions**;

•p
 reliminary approval of Company’s
charity programs;

•a
 pproval of the Company’s HQ organizational structure;

•p
 reliminary approval of Company’s
transactions regarding alienation of
immovables that are not used for
production, transmission, dispatching, distribution of electric and thermal power;

• r eshuffling of the Central Procurement Body;

• approval of Company’s underwriters;
• determination of the auditor fee.

In 2016 the Board of Directors has approved 31 related-party transactions. The Company had no transactions, recognized
by the Federal Joint-Stock Companies’ Law as major transactions or subject to approval in a manner, designed by the
Company’s Charter for major transactions.
Meeting attendance by the Board of Directors members

Y.V. Goncharov
Y.V. Yascheritsyna
N.A. Ozhe
Y.S. Tesis
S.V. Verkhoturov
E.R. Villevald
S.G. Dregval
S.M. Kataev
P.N. Snikkars
A.N. Fadeev
R.N. Shulginov

S.A. Semerikov
A.N. Fadeev
S.G. Dregval
Y.V. Goncharov
Y.V. Yascheritsyna
N.A. Ozhe
Y.S. Tesis
P.N. Snikkars
V.V. Sofyin
A.V. Shevchuk
R.A. Dmitrik

185
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Board of Directors Composition No. 1 (18.06.2015-06.06.2016)
Minutes of Board of Directors meetings, No.
186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

201
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Board of Directors Composition No. 2 (06.06.2016-present day)
Minutes of Board of Directors meetings, No.
202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210
211
212
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Total
199 200
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

16/16 (100%)
16/16 (100%)
16/16 (100%)
16/16 (100%)
1/16 (6%)
16/16 (100%)
16/16 (100%)
16/16 (100%)
11/16 (69%)
16/16 (100%)
15/16 (94%)

Total
213
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

214
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

11/14 (79%)
14/14 (100%)
14/14 (100%)
14/14 (100%)
14/14 (100%)
14/14 (100%)
13/14 (93%)
12/14 (86%)
14/14 (100%)
14/14 (100%)
14/14 (100%)

* Refer to “Internal Control” Section hereof to find more information on efficiency evaluation of the internal control system.
** Refer to Appendix No. 2 to find more details disclosed in the report regarding related-party transactions concluded by the Company.
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B O A R D

O F

D I R E C T O R S ’

To enhance efficiency of the Board of Directors and investigate matters under its purview, the Board of Directors has
established specialized functional consultative and advisory bodies – Board of Directors’ Committees. Primary goals
of each Committee lie in preliminary examination of vital
topics referred to the Board of Directors’ competence and
in generation of recommendations used by the Board of
Directors to decide on relevant aspects*. If the Committees require counseling and advisory services with regard
to aspects demanding specialized knowledge and skills,
they are entitled to engage outside experts into examination process, relevant remunerations being paid from the
Committees’ budgets, approved by the Board of Directors,
within allotted limits.

T H E

A U D I T

C O M M I T T E E S

The Board of Directors’ structure comprises 5 permanent
Committees – the Audit Committee, Personnel and Remunerations Committee, Strategy and Development Committee, Reliability Committee and Technological Connection
Committee. Any action or operation of these Committees
are performed in strict compliance with the relevant Regulations stipulating the legal status, goals and objectives,
rights and liabilities, structure and composition of the Committees as well as federal laws and enactments of the Russian Federation, Charter, Regulations on the Board of Directors and resolutions of the Board of Directors.

C O M M I T T E E

The Committee plays a key role in overseeing integrity, accuracy and reliability of financial reporting, accountability and
efficiency of the system of risk management, internal control and corporate governance and in fostering independence
and impartiality of internal and external audit.
Guided by:
•T
 he Regulations on the Board of Directors’ Audit Committee at IDGC of Urals65
•T
 he Regulations on the Remunerations and Compensations due to the Board of Directors’ Audit Committee at
IDGC of Urals66
Primary Objectives:
•R
 eview of Company’s accounting (financial) statements
and supervision over statements preparation process;
•S
 upervision of reliability and efficiency of the systems of
internal control and risk management and corporate governance practices;
•S
 upervision of external audit and auditor selection;

•F
 ostering of independence and impartiality of internal audit;
•S
 upervision of efficiency of the system combating unfair
practices of Company’s employees and third parties.
In July 2016 the quantitative composition of the Committee
expanded from 3 to 4 members. The Committee underwent
a significant reshuffling: three (out of four) members have
never ever served on the Audit Committee. Despite this, the
Committee has managed to smooth succession of efficient
practices of close contacts with the external auditor, Head
of Internal Audit and Board of Internal Auditors. In December 2016 the Board of Directors decided to appoint the
independent director to preside over Committee67. During
the reported period the Committee conducted 13 meetings:
9 in-absentia meetings and 4 in-presentia meetings (videoconferences).

Compositions of the Committee and members’ attendance
Composition No. 1
(03.08.2015-01.07.2016)
Y.V. Yascheritsyna, the chair
S.M. Kataev, member
E.R. Villevald, member

Minutes,
51 52 53
+ + +
+ + +
+ + +

No.
54
+
+
+

Total
55
+
+
+

5/5
5/5
5/5

Composition No. 2
(01.07.2016-present day)
A.V. Shevchuk, the chair
V.V. Sofyin, member
Y.V. Yascheritsyna, member
R.A. Dmitrik, member

Minutes, No.
56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63
+ + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + +

Total
8/8
8/8
8/8
8/8

The Committee examined the following important agenda items during its meetings, conducted in 2016
Accounting
statements

(financial)

•a
 nalysis of significant aspects of the accounting
policy and amendments
to it (Minutes No.63 dated
as of 27.12.2016);
•q
 uarterly examination of
the Company’s accounting
(financial)
statements, prepared under
RAS, and consolidated
financial statements, prepared under IFRS (Minutes No.53 dated as of
21.04.2016, No.55 dated as
of 31.05.2016, No.57 dated
as of 22.08.2016, No.63
dated as of 27.12.2016);

Risk Management, Internal Control and Corporate
Governance
• examination of the Amended and Restated Internal
Control and Internal Audit
Policies prior to the adoption by the Board of Directors (Minutes No.51 dated
as of 29.02.2016);
• examination of management’s report regarding
implementation of the
Company’s Internal Control Policy (Minutes No.58
dated as of 29.09.2016);

•e
 xamination of the report
regarding efficiency of
the internal control and
risk management systems
of the Company (Minutes No.53 dated as of
21.04.2016).
External Audit
•p
 reliminary approval of
an external auditor nominee to be hired to audit
FY2016 RAS accounting
(financial) statements and
FY2016 IFRS consolidated
financial statements (Minutes No.54 dated as of
25.04.2016);
•e
 fficiency evaluation of
the external audit, in-

cluding but not limited to
the auditor report (Minutes No.54 dated as of
25.04.2016);
•p
 eriodic examination of
the written information
from the external auditor
regarding key challenges
of the Company’s accounting (financial) statements
(Minutes No.53 dated as
of 21.04.2016, No.63 dated
as of 27.12.2016);
•p
 reparation of recommendations regarding the auditor fee for the Board of
Directors (Minutes No.56
dated as of 25.07.2016).

*F
 ind the exhaustive list of examined agenda items and wording of the Committee’s resolutions at Committees of the Board of
Directors Section the corporate web-site (Main/About us/Governing and Oversight Bodies/Committees of the Board of Directors)
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Internal Audit

dated as of 27.12.2016);

•a
 doption of the Regulations on Internal Audit
Unit, structure and manning of the Internal Audit, Head of Internal Audit
nominee and Head’s remunerations (Minutes No.62
dated as of 23.12.2016);

• examination of the progress reports prepared by
the Internal Audit (Minutes No.52 dated as of
28.03.2016, No.55 dated as
of 31.05.2016, No.57 dated
as of 22.08.2016, No.63
dated as of 27.12.2016).

•e
 xamination of the Guarantee
and
Enhanced
Quality of Internal Audit
Program (Minutes No.60
dated as of 31.10.2016)

Combating unfair practices of employees and third
parties

•a
 doption of the 2017 Internal Audit’s action plan and
budget (Minutes No.63

• periodic examination of
management’s
information with regard to: i)
progress in the remedial
action plan to eliminate
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weaknesses, exposed by
the Company’s Board of
Internal Auditors, internal
audit, external oversight
bodies (watchdogs), ii)
progress in measures, taken after whistleblowing on
potential unethical practices of employees and
relevant
investigations
(Minutes No.52 dated as
of 28.03.2016, No.58 dated as of 29.09.2016, No.61
dated as of 21.11.2016).
Other aspects
•e
 xamination
of
the
Amended and Restated
Regulations on the Audit

Committee prior to adoption by the Board of Directors (Minutes No.51 dated
as of 29.02.2016) and
amendments to the Regulations (Minutes No.59
dated as of 12.10.2016);
•e
 xamination of the Audit Committee’s report
regarding its progress in
2015-2016 corporate year
(Minutes No.55 dated as
of 31.05.2016);
•a
 doption of the Audit
Committee’s action plan
for 2016-2017 corporate
year (Minutes No.56 dated
as of 25.07.2016).

T H E P E R S O N N E L A N D R E M U N E R AT I O N S C O M M I T T E E
The Committee was established by the Board of Directors to examine aspects related to shaping of efficient and transparent remunerations policy and practices; HR planning, professional composition and efficiency of executive bodies and
other key officers of the Company.
Guided by:
•T
 he Regulations on the Board of Directors’ Personnel and
Remunerations Committee at IDGC of Urals68
•T
 he Regulations on the Remunerations and Compensations due to the Board of Directors’ Personnel and Remunerations Committee at IDGC of Urals69
Primary Objectives:
•P
 reparation of recommendations regarding remunerations due to the Company’s Board of Directors.
•E
 laboration of principles and criteria used to define remunerations due to the Board of Directors, members of the
collegiate executive body and person performing functions of the sole executive body of the Company, including management firm or director.
•G
 eneration of proposals used to define essence of the

contracts concluded with the Board of Directors, members of the collegiate executive body and person performing functions of the sole executive body of the Company.
• Identification of criteria used to select nominees to the
Board of Directors, members of the collegiate executive
body and person performing functions of the sole executive body of the Company as well as preliminary evaluation of the nominees.
•R
 egular evaluation of the person performing functions
of the sole executive body (management firm or director) and members of the collegiate executive bodies, and
generation of reappointment proposals for the Board of
Directors.
In July 2016 the quantitative composition of the Committee
expanded from 4 to 5 members, with an independent director introduced to the composition. The Committee conducted 8 in-absentia meetings during the reported period.

Compositions of the Committee and members’ attendance
Composition No. 1
(03.08.2015-01.07.2016)
Y.V. Goncharov, the chair
Y.V. Yascheritsyna, member
A.N. Fadeev, member
N.A. Ozhe, member

Minutes, No.
51
52
53
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Total
3/3
3/3
2/3
3/3

Composition No. 2
(01.07.2016-present day)
Y.V. Goncharov, the chair
Y.V. Yascheritsyna, member
A.N. Fadeev, member
N.A. Ozhe, member
A.V. Shevchuk, member

54
+
+
+
+
+

Minutes, No.
55
56
57
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Total
58
+
+
+
+
+

5/5
5/5
5/5
5/5
5/5

The Committee examined the following important agenda items during its meetings, conducted in 2016
HR planning
•e
 xamination of the organizational
structure
to be adopted by the
Board of Directors (Minutes No.51 dated as of
30.03.2016, No.57 dated
as of 18.11.2016);
•p
 reliminary approval of
nominees to be appointed
to HQ positions, defined
by the Board of Directors
(Minutes No.52 dated as

of 25.04.2016, No.54 dated as of 14.07.2016, No.56
dated as of 25.08.2016);

Shaping of efficient and
transparent remunerations
policy and practices

• approval of the revised
youth and administrative labor reserves (Minutes No.55 dated as of
19.08.2016)

•a
 doption of the revisions
introduced to the Company’s CEO KPI Calculation
and Evaluation Methodology (Minutes No.53 dated
as of 29.04.2016, No.58
dated as of 27.12.2016);
Practical arrangements
•e
 lection of the Deputy
Chair and Committee Sec-

retary (Minutes No.54 dated as of 14.07.2016);
•a
 doption of the Committee’s
action
plan
and budget draft (Minutes No.54 dated as of
14.07.2016, No.58 dated as
of 27.12.2016).
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T H E

S T R AT E GY

A N D

D E V E LO P M E N T

C O M M I T T E E

The key role of the Committee is to assist the Board of Directors in developing the strategy, its revision and progress oversight as well as generating updating proposals.
Guided by:
•T
 he Regulations on the Board of Directors’ Strategy and
Development Committee at IDGC of Urals70
•T
 he Regulations on the Remunerations and Compensations due to the Board of Directors’ Strategy and Development Committee at IDGC of Urals71
Primary Objectives:
• Identification of priorities, strategic goals and primary
principles of the Company’s strategic development.
•E
 nhancement of the Company’s investment prospects,
improvement of investment processes and adoption of
feasible investment decisions.
•R
 evision of the current strategy of Company’s development.
•O
 versight of the progress in implementing existing blueprints and projects.
•F
 inancial planning and definition of the Company’s dividend policy.
•E
 fficiency evaluation of the Company’s operations.

In July 2016 the composition of the Committee underwent
significant reshuffling: six (out of twelve) members have
never ever served on the Committee. Despite this, the Committee has managed to smooth succession of defining strategic priorities, improving investment processes and revising existing strategy of the Company’s development. During
2016 the Committee conducted 11 meetings: 9 in-absentia
meetings and 2 in-presentia meetings (videoconferences).

Compositions of the Committee and members’ attendance
Composition No. 1*
(03.08.2015-01.07.2016)
V.V. Sofyin, the chair
T.A. Ivanova, member
M.A. Lavrova, member
B.A. Bekneev, member
E.V. Bogach, member
Y.V. Adler, member
A.A. Timofeev, member
V.M. Shcherbakova, member
K.V. Zavizenov, member
E.R. Villevald, member
N.A. Ozhe, member
T.V. Zobkova, member

Minutes, No.
68 69 70 71
+ + + +
+
+ +
+ + + +
+ + +
+
+ +
+ +
+
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + +
+ + +
+ + +

Total
4/4
3/4
4/4
3/4
3/4
3/4
4/4
4/4
0/4
3/4
3/4
3/4

Composition No. 2
(01.07.2016-present day)
V.V. Sofyin, the chair
T.A. Ivanova, member
B.A. Bekneev, member
A.L. Zvyagintseva, member
A.A. Timofeev, member
A.A. Bocharov, member
S.I. Miromanov, member
V.M. Shcherbakova, member
R.A. Dmitrik, member
A.V. Shevchuk, member
N.A. Ozhe, member
Y.V. Petrieva, member

Minutes,
72 73 74 75
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + + +
+ + +
+ + + +
+ + + +

No.
76
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Total
77 78
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +

7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
6/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
7/7
6/7
7/7
7/7

The Committee examined the following important agenda items during its meetings, conducted in 2016
Adoption of the Company’s business plans, covering investment programs
and key operating risks
•e
 xamination of the Company’s consolidated business plan under RAS and
IFRS, to be adopted by
the Board of Directors
(Minutes No.68 dated as
of 10.03.2016);
•e
 xamination of business
plans, covering investment
program and key operating risks to be adopted
by the Board of Directors
(Minutes No.69 dated as
of 04.04.2016, No.77 dated as of 20.12.2016);
•e
 xamination of quarterly
business plan completion
reports to be adopted by

the Board of Directors
(Minutes No.70 dated as of
25.04.2016, No.71 dated as
of 02.06.2016, No.74 dated as of 23.09.2016, No.77
dated as of 20.12.2016);

by the Board of Directors
(Minutes No.68 dated as of
10.03.2016, No.71 dated as
of 02.06.2016, No.73 dated as of 12.08.2016, No.76
dated as of 19.10.2016);

• examination of reports
regarding
management
of key operating risks
to be adopted by the
Board of Directors (Minutes No.70 dated as of
25.04.2016, No.75 dated
as of 07.10.2016);

•e
 xamination of the Company’s Enhanced Efficiency and Cost Reduction
Program to be adopted
by the Board of Directors
(Minutes No.69 dated as
of 04.04.2016)

Enhanced Efficiency and
Improved
Performance
Programs
• examination of progress
reports regarding improved financial and economic performance of the
Company to be adopted

Practical arrangements
•e
 xamination and adoption of drafts of the
Committee budget (Minutes No.68 dated as of
10.03.2016, No.72 dated as
of 25.07.2016, No.78 dated
as of 26.12.2016);

•a
 pproval of the Deputy
Chair and Secretary (Minutes No.72 dated as of
25.07.2016);
•a
 doption of the Committee’s action plan for 20162017 (Minutes No.72 dated
as of 25.07.2016)
Other items
•e
 xamination of the Exchange-Traded Bond Program to be adopted by
the Board of Directors
(Minutes No.78 dated as
of 26.12.2016);
•e
 xamination of the Noncore Asset Register to be
adopted by the Board of
Directors (Minutes No.78
dated as of 26.12.2016).

* In consistency with the Board resolution (Minutes No.179 dated as of 19.11.2015) I.V. Bogacheva and F.A. Terebkov
were removed from the Committee to be replaced by B.A. Bekneev and A.A. Timofeev
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T H E

R E L I A B I L I T Y
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C O M M I T T E E

The key role of the Committee is to assist the Board of Directors in evaluating production programs, prevention and traumatism reducing programs and quality of incident investigations, etc.
Guided by:
•T
 he Regulations on the Board of Directors’ Reliability
Committee at IDGC of Urals72
•T
 he Regulations on the Remunerations and Compensations due to the Board of Directors’ Reliability Committee
at IDGC of Urals73
Primary Objectives:
•E
 valuation of production programs, plans for technical
revamp, refurbishment, greenfield construction and facilities maintenance, their analysis in terms of compliance
with reliability of operations and technical status of electric networks.
•E
 valuation whether follow-up measures from post-incident investigations are in-depth and consistent with the
rules for investigation of power sector incidents74 as well
as oversight of their execution.
•E
 xpertise of quality of incident investigations.
•E
 xpertise of Company’s incident-prevention activities
(emergency preparedness, arrangement of recovery
works on grid facilities).

•E
 xpertise of programs focusing on mitigation and prevention of injury risks among personnel and outsiders as well
as in oversight of their execution.
•O
 versight and evaluation of activities of Company’s engineering teams in terms of operation reliability and safety.
• Expertise of Company’s internal technical control system.
•E
 xpertise of Company’s labor protection management
system.
• Expertise of ecology policy program.
• Expertise of fire and industrial safety systems.
In July 2016 the composition of the Committee expanded
from 7 to 9 members and underwent significant reshuffling:
six (out of nine) members have never ever served on the
Committee. Despite this, the Committee has managed to
smooth succession of oversight and evaluation of technical teams, expertise of internal control systems. In 2016 the
Committee conducted 6 meetings: 5 in-absentia meetings
and 1 in-presentia meeting (videoconference).

Compositions of the Committee and members’ attendance
Composition No. 1*
(03.08.2015-01.07.2016)

Minutes, No.
39

40

F.G. Shaydullin, the chair

+

+

Total

Composition No. 2*
(01.07.2016-present day)

2/2

V.L. Pelymsky, the chair

Minutes, No.

Total

41

42

43

44

+

+

+

+

4/4

Y.V. Lebedev, member

+

-

1/2

F.G. Shaydullin, member

+

+

+

+

4/4

V.A. Bolotin, member

-

+

1/2

A.A. Nasonov, member

+

+

+

+

4/4

Y.V. Dobakhyants, member

+

+

2/2

V.A. Loktin, member

+

+

+

+

4/4

A.A. Nasonov, member

+

+

2/2

V.M. Shcherbakova, member

+

+

+

+

4/4

A.V. Korotenko, member

+

+

2/2

D.V. Vyalkov, member

+

+

+

+

4/4

E.R. Villevald, member

+

+

2/2

I.G. Polovnev. member

+

+

+

+

4/4

R.A. Dmitrik, member

+

+

+

+

4/4

S.A. Shabalin, member

+

+

+

+

4/4

The Committee examined the following important agenda items during its meetings, conducted in 2016
Prevention of industrial
traumatism and labor protection
•e
 xamination of progress
reports regarding prevention of industrial traumatism and labor protection
(Minutes No.39 dated as
of 01.04.2016, No.40 dated as of 06.06.2016).
Evaluation of equipment
health and reliability
•e
 xamination of the report regarding equipment
health recorded by the
PAMS (Minutes No.39 dated as of 01.04.2016, No.40
dated as of 06.06.2016);

• examination of the report
regarding efficiency of the
internal technical control
system (Minutes No.40
dated as of 06.06.2016);
• examination of the progress
report
regarding
Company’s enhanced reliability programs (Minutes No.43 dated as of
03.11.2016).
Evaluation of preparedness
for operations during special periods
• examination of the evaluation report regarding
Company’s efficiency in
maintenance and repair
works, technical revamp
and reconstruction (Minutes No.39 dated as of
01.04.2016);

•e
 xamination of progress
reports regarding bygone
autumn-winter operations
and preparedness for future autumn-winter operations (Minutes No.40
dated as of 06.06.2016,
No.43
dated
as
of
05.10.2016, No.44 dated
as of 19.12.2016);
•e
 xamination of the progress report regarding repair program and preparation to it (Minutes No.40
dated as of 06.06.2016,
No.44
dated
as
of
19.12.2016);

Practical arrangements
•e
 xamination and adoption of drafts of the
Committee budget (Minutes No.39 dated as of
01.04.2016, No.42 dated
as of 18.08.2016);
•a
 pproval of the Deputy
Chair and Secretary (Minutes No.42 dated as of
18.08.2016);
•a
 doption of the Committee’s action plan for 20162017 (Minutes No.42 dated as of 18.08.2016).

•e
 xamination of the progress report regarding 2016
thunderstorm and fire
season preparation (Minutes No.40 dated as of
06.06.2016).

*P
 ost-reporting events: in consistency with the Board resolution (Minutes No.218 dated as of 03.03.2017) Y.V. Lebedev
was replaced by V.A. Loktin.
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THE TECHNOLOGICAL CONNECTION COMMITTEE
The Committee was established by the Board of Directors to examine items related to generation of proposals improving
antimonopoly laws, fostering non-discriminatory access to connection services, updating Company’s bylaws and standards stipulating non-discriminatory access to connection services as well as to evaluate Company’s efficiency in connection of customers to the networks.
Guided by:
•T
 he Regulations on the Board of Directors’ Technological
Connection Committee at IDGC of Urals75

•P
 reparation of principles and criteria for evaluation of
Company’s connection efficiency.
• Evaluation of Company’s connection efficiency.

•T
 he Regulations on the Remunerations and Compensations due to the Board of Directors’ Technological Connection Committee at IDGC of Urals76

•A
 nalysis of current situation and generation of proposals
for the Board of Directors in terms of connection to electric networks.

Primary Objectives:

In July 2016 the composition of the Committee expanded from 6 to 10 members and underwent a significant reshuffling: 7 out of 10 members have never ever served on
the Committee. Despite this, the Committee has managed
to smooth succession of oversight and evaluation of the
Company’s connection performance. In 2016 the Committee conducted 5 meetings: 2 in-absentia meetings and 3
in-presentia meetings (videoconferences).

•G
 eneration of proposals to improve legislation with regard
to antimonopoly regulation and provision of non-discriminatory access of consumers to connection services.
•G
 eneration of proposals to improve Company’s bylaws
and standards with regard to provision of non-discriminatory access of consumers to connection services.

Compositions of the Committee and members’ attendance
Composition No. 1
(03.08.2015-01.07.2016)
N.A. Ozhe, the chair
Y.T. Belozertsev, member
A.V. Mazikov, member
D.D. Mikheev, member
I.B. Masaleva, member
V.A. Davydkin, member

Minutes,
24
+
+
+
+
+

No.
25
+
+
+
+
+

Total
2/2
1/2
2/2
1/2
2/2
2/2

Composition No. 2
(01.07.2016-present day)
N.A. Ozhe, the chair
D.V. Vyalkov, member
E.A. Smyk, member
A.L. Mikhailov, member
D.A. Ukrainsky, member
I.G. Polovnev, member
N.S. Lobova, member
I.B. Masaleva, member
A.Y. Korneev, member
V.A. Davydkin, member

26
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Minutes, No.
27
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Total
28
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

3/3
3/3
3/3
3/3
3/3
3/3
3/3
3/3
3/3
3/3

The Committee examined the following important agenda items during its meetings, conducted in 2016
Evaluation of connection
services
•e
 xamination of progress
reports regarding connection of consumers to the
networks (Minutes No.25
dated as of 02.06.2016,
No.26
dated
as
of

22.07.2016, No.27 dated as
of 25.08.2016, No.28 dated as of 21.12.2016)

Practical arrangements
•e
 xamination and adoption of drafts of the
Committee budget (Minutes No.24 dated as of
25.03.2016, No.26 dated
as of 22.07.2016);

•a
 pproval of the Deputy
Chair and Secretary (Minutes No.26 dated as of
22.07.2016);
•a
 doption of the Committee’s action plan for 20162017 (Minutes No.26 dated as of 22.07.2016).

GENERAL DIRECTOR AND EXECUTIVE BOARD
Collegiate executive body (CEB) or Executive Board operates under the charter and bylaw, adopted by the General Meeting (Regulations on the Executive Board). The Regulations stipulate terms and procedure for convention and conduct of
meetings as well as mechanics of decision-taking. The Executive Board manages current operations of the Company and
reports to the Board of Directors and General Meeting. The Board is a group of competent specialists with outstanding
expertise in relevant spheres, able to fulfill their duties in a due manner to manage the Company. The Company’s General
Director is the Chair of the Executive Board in line with clause 2 Article 70 of the Federal Joint-Stock Companies’ Law and
clause 23.3 of the Company’s Charter. The purview of the General Director covers all issues of the day-to-day operations
of the Company, minus issues referred to the competence of the General Meeting of Stockholders, Board of Directors and
Executive Board

The charter envisages that the membership of the Executive Board is approved by the
Board of Directors.
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The following directors* served on the Executive Board during 2016:
Sergey Georgievich DREGVAL
Born in 1971.
General Director. Educational background: Kiev International Civil Aviation University, Tyumen State Oil&Gas University (graduate
degrees).
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.

Yury Vyacheslavovich LEBEDEV
Born in 1963.
First Deputy General Director – Chief Operating Officer. Educational background: Ivanovo Energy Institute (graduate degree).
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.

Valentina Mikhailovna SHCHERBAKOVA
Born in 1966.
Deputy General Director for Economics and Finance. Educational background: Novosibirsk State University (graduate degree).
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.

Alla Aleksandrovna PETROVA
Born in 1976.
Deputy General Director for Corporate Governance. Educational background: Altay State University (graduate degree).
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.

Aleksandr Mikhailovich KRIVYAKOV
Born in 1952.
Deputy General Director for Security. Educational background: Kirov’s Urals Polytechnic Institute (graduate degree).
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.

Olga Mikhailovna ABROSIMOVA
Born in 1953.
Chief Accountant. Educational background: Urals State Technical University (graduate degree).
Share in the charter capital/Common stock owned — 0,000947%.
No security transactions statements during 2016 were filed with the Company.

The Executive Board examines items during its meetings in a scheduled manner, factoring resolutions of the General
Meeting of Stockholders and Board of Directors as well as items proposed by the General Director and Executive Board
members. During the reported period the Executive Board conducted 37 meetings. The Board focused on specification
of current plans and decisions to secure target achievement. Besides, the Executive Board regularly examined budget
completion reports, progress reports with regard to implementation of risk management program. The Executive Board
also worked strenuously on materials and items to be approved by the Board of Directors, going deep into the issues to
ensure high quality of the decisions.

R E M U N E R AT I O N A N D C O M P E N S AT I O N P O L I C Y
C A LC U L AT I O N O F R E M U N E R AT I O N S D U E TO T H E B OA R D O F D I R E C TO R S
The Annual General Meeting of Stockholders, conducted
18.06.2015, adopted Amended and Restated Regulations
of Remunerations and Compensations due to the Board of
Directors at IDGC of Urals (OAO) . In compliance with the
Regulations remunerations comprise a lump sum payment
for participation in the Board activities and additional payment from the net profit if Company’s market value increases during the Board’s tenure.

Board Chair, 20% for the Chair of a Board Committee, 10%
for a membership in a Board Committee. Increments for the
Chair and/or membership in a Board Committee shall not
be paid in case there were less than three Board meetings
during the corporate year. Overall remunerations and increments shall not exceed Rbase. Remunerations shall not be
paid to a Board member, if such member missed more than
50% of Board meetings (conducted during his service).

The exact amount of remunerations due to each Board
member for the service shall be calculated, factoring the total number of Board meetings conducted during the previous corporate year and number of attended meetings. The
basic amount of remunerations (Rbase) shall be set upon
the annual RAS revenues of the Company. The following increments shall be added to the remunerations: 30% for the

Additional remunerations, due to each Board member,
for the increased market value of the Company shall total
0.0175 per cent of increased market value of the Company (IMC), calculated for a period between his/her election
and election of a new Board. IMC remunerations shall be
paid only if average monthly traded value of the Company’s
common shares during the Board’s tenure totals at least

* The directors consented disclosure of personal data in the report in a manner, consistent with laws of the Russian Federation.
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RUR 1.5 mn. Overall remunerations, paid to the Board members, shall not exceed 5% of RAS annual net profit. Remunerations shall be paid within 60 days since the annual general meeting. Remunerations shall not be charged and paid
to the Board Chairperson and members, subject to legal restrictions or prohibition of any allowances from businesses.

Meeting-related expenses of a Board member shall be reimbursed in compliance with Company’s trip reimbursement
rates existing at the moment when a meeting was conducted. Compensations shall be paid within three business days
since the filing of documents certifying incurred costs.

CALCULATION OF REMUNERATIONS DUE TO THE EXECUTIVE BOARD AND GENERAL DIRECTORS
The system of Key Performance Indicators (KPI system) was established by the Board of Directors on
31.03.201677. The KPI composition and
calculation methodology were revised
twice during the reported period by
the Board of Directors on 29.04.2016
and 28.12.201678,79 in the pursuance of
the Government Directive80 regarding
a range of KPIs (“Total Shareholder
Return”, “Return on Invested Capital”, “Reduction of per-unit opex” and
“Efficiency of innovative activities”).
The list of key performance indicators and targets, set for 2016 by the
above-mentioned Board of Directors’
resolutions, are presented in the table.
At the time of report preparation, the
Board of Directors has not approved
real KPI values, with due regard to the
timeline of the reports used for their
calculation. The FY2016 values cannot
be compared with the previous periods due to the revised methods used
for setting targets and calculating real
KPIs. The KPI system enforced by the
Company is coupled with variable remuneration of the management: each
indicator has its own weight, quarterly and annual remunerations are to be
paid as long as the relevant KPIs are
completed.

Quarterly Indicators
The list of KPIs
Bulk power supply failure plateauing
Plateauing of casualties
Solvency and liquidity

FY2016 targets
plateauing
plateauing
E/D ≥ 0.67 and MCLR ≥ 1

Annual Indicators
The list of KPIs
TSR
ROIC
Reduction of per-unit opex
Energy losses
Service reliability
Reduction of per-unit
investment costs
Compliance with the facility
launch schedule
Compliance with connection
terms
Labor efficiency
Purchases from small- and
medium-size businesses

Efficiency of innovative
activities

FY2016 targets
> 44,29 + 0,01
≥ target, calculated in line with Company’s forecasts
set by the business plan prepared under International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
≥ 10%
≤ 7.98
≤1
≤1
≥ 95%
≤ 1.1
≥ 1,072 RUB/burden-hour
≥ 10% for purchases only from small- and mediumsize businesses and ≥18% for purchases from smalland medium-size businesses (including contracts
stipulating sub-contracting small- and medium-size
businesses)
≥ 90%

Total remunerations and/or compensations due to each governing body,
RUB thousand
Type of remunerations
Service remunerations
Salary
Bonuses
Commission fees
Other types
TOTAL

Board of Directors
11,316.086
0
0
0
0
11,316.086

Executive Board
0
54,566.05
40,203.522

94,769.572

The table represents remunerations of the Board of Directors paid to all directors
serving on the Board during the reported period. No compensations were paid to
the Board of Directors and Executive Board.
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OVERSIGHT SYSTEM
B O A R D

O F

I N T E R N A L

A U D I T O R S

Financial and economic performance of
the Company is overseen by the Board
of Internal Auditors, as stated by clause
24.1 of the Charter. The competence of
the Board, as envisaged by clause 24.3
of the Charter, includes:

•A
 udit of financial, accounting, payment
and other documents with regard to
Company’s financial and economic
operations to evaluate compliance
with laws of Russia, Company’s charter, bylaws and other documents;

• Oversight how Company’s reserve
fund and other funds are generated
and used;

•V
 alidation of data presented in the
Company’s annual report, annual financial statements, P&L statements;

•O
 versight whether property, plant and
equipment are protected and used in
a proper manner;

• Oversight whether orders, issued earlier to eliminate exposed violations
and problems, are executed;

•A
 nalysis of Company’s financial position, detection of reserves to improve
Company’s financial position and
preparation of recommendations to
Company’s management bodies;

•O
 versight whether bad debt writing-offs comply with the established
procedure;

• Other audit-related activities.

•A
 rrangement and conduct of the audit, namely:

•O
 versight whether Company’s monetary resources are spent in a manner
compliant with the approved business
plan and budget of the Company;

• Oversight whether dividends, bond interest, yield on other securities are calculated and paid in a proper manner;

The Board of Internal Auditors consists
of 5 members, elected by the Annual
General Meeting. During the reported
period the Board of Internal Auditors
conducted 8 compresence meetings.

The composition of the Board*
Composition 1 (18.06.2015 – 06.06.2016)
Marina Alekseevna Lelekova
Head of Internal Audit and Oversight Department
at Rosseti (PAO)
Svetlana Anatolyevna Kim
Head of Directorate for Inspections and Internal Audit
of Internal Audit and Oversight Department at Rosseti (PAO)
Artem Nikolayevich Kirillov
Head of Investment Audit Section of Directorate
for Inspections and Internal Audit of Internal Audit
and Oversight Department at Rosseti (PAO)
Igor Vladimirovich Shmakov
Head of Directorate for Oversight and Risks of Internal Audit
and Oversight Department at Rosseti (PAO)
Tatyana Viktorovna Zaytseva
Leading expert of Methodology Section of Directorate
for Oversight and Risks of Internal Audit and Oversight
Department at Rosseti (PAO)

Composition 2 (06.06.2016 – present day)
Marina Alekseevna Lelekova
Head of Internal Audit and Oversight Department
at Rosseti (PAO)
Svetlana Anatolyevna Kim
Head of Directorate for Inspections and Internal Audit
of Internal Audit and Oversight Department at Rosseti (PAO)
Artem Nikolayevich Kirillov
Head of Investment Audit Section of Directorate
for Inspections and Internal Audit of Internal Audit
and Oversight Department at Rosseti (PAO)
Elena Aleksandrovna Kabizskina
Deputy Head of Oversight Directorate of Oversight
Department at Rosseti (PAO)
Aleksandra Vladimirovna Charondina
Deputy Head of Internal Audit Directorate at Rosseti (PAO)

Remunerations and payment procedure are stipulated by the Regulations on Remunerations and Compensations Due to
the Board of Internal Auditors, adopted by the General Meeting of Stockholders. The Board of Internal Auditors earned
RUB 906.64 million (incl. applicable taxes) remunerations and compensations during 2016.

I N D E P E N D E N T
To ensure independence and impartiality of the external auditor, Rosseti
(PAO), acting as a tender organizer,
arranged an open tender to select
the Company’s auditor with the aid
of the B2B-energo electronic trading
platform located at www.b2b-mrsk.
ru. Information on the tender for the
right to conclude contracts on auditor
services for FY2015-2017 was posted under No.31502075235 27.02.2015
at the B2B-energo electronic trading
platform in the information system
located at www.zakupki.gov.ru. RSM
RUS (OOO) was recognized as the
winner of the tender after re-biddings
conducted with the aid of services of
the electronic trading system81. Bid-

A U D I T O R

ders were estimated by the criteria,
set and disclosed in the tender documentation.
The Company’s charter states that
the Board of Directors recommends a
nominee to conduct independent audit of the annual financial statements
to the General Meeting after tender
procedures. The General Meeting approves the Company’s auditor. The
Company’s annual general meeting,
conducted June 06, 2016 (Minutes
No.9 dated as of 06.06.2016), decided to approve RSM RUS (OOO) as the
Company’s auditor. The charter states
that the Board of Directors decides on
the amount of the auditor fee. The fee
and payment procedure are stipulated

by the contract between the Company and the audit firm (contract dated as of 06.09.2016 No.161а061). The
auditor remuneration for the audit of
FY2016 financial statements, prepared
under RAS and IFRS, is decided by the
Board of Directors 15.08.201682 at RUB
2,611,251.52, plus VAT. There were no
other remunerations for non-auditing
services due to the auditor.

*T
 he Board of Internal Auditors’ members consented disclosure of personal data in the report in a manner,
consistent with laws of the Russian Federation. Positions are presented as of the nomination date.
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Internal control is improved on all management levels
with regard to the following aspects of control

Internal control is an integral component of Company’s governing system. Internal control covers all lines of
Company’s operations, all processes
are regularly controlled at all management levels to ensure reasonable
guarantees that the goals below are
achieved:

Build-up of process control environment,
incl. checking whether control procedures
to prevent or minimize risk implications
and to achieve business process goals are
adequate as well as generation and
implementation of control procedures

Precheck

•C
 ompany’s efficiency and performance, soundness of assets;

Implementation of built-in control procedures to achieve business process goals

In-process
Inspection

•C
 ompany’s compliance with applicable laws and Company’s enactments,
incl. Company’s operations and accounting;
•P
 rovision of integrity and timeliness
of financial and other reporting.

Internal audit, inspection of reporting
integrity, soundness of assets, compliance
control, external audit, self-evaluation

Follow-up
Control

Board
of Internal
Auditors

Board of Directors

Audit Committee,
other Committees

T

Executive bodies

Heads and employees
of structural units

Section
of Internal
Control
and Risk
Management

Security Department,
Legal Department
(2nd line of defense)

With the aim of implementing the ICS Development
and Improvement Strategy of Rosseti and Rosseti’s SACs83 the Company’s
Board of Directors adopted
the Amended and Restated Internal Control Policy
of IDGC of Urals (OAO) on
14.03.201684. The Policy
stipulates goals, principles
and elements of the Company’s internal control system, primary functions and
liabilities of ICS participants
as well as ICS efficacy evaluation procedures.

Internal Audit Department
(3rd line of defense)

I nternal

C ontrol

S ystem

Board of Internal Auditors
•O
 versight of Company’s financial and economic operations, followed up by recommendations/proposals with
regard to ICS improvement;
• Independent evaluation of integrity of data presented by
the Company’s annual report and annual financial statements.
Board of Directors
•O
 utlining of principles and approaches with regard to
the Company’s ICS rollout, including but not limited to,
* Internal Audit Department.

( I C S )

P articipants

adoption of Company’s bylaws stipulating ICS rollout, its
development and improvement strategy, adoption of the
Company’s Internal Control Policy;
•O
 versight of the Company’s executive bodies in key aspects of activities;
•E
 xamination of the Executive Board’s report with regard
to arrangement and functioning of the Company’s internal control system;
•E
 xamination of internal auditor’s* reports regarding internal control system efficacy on an annual basis;
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•E
 xamination of external independent evaluation of the
ICS efficacy.
Board of Directors’ Audit Committee
•P
 reliminary examination, prior to the adoption by the
Board of Directors, of Company’s bylaws stipulating ICS
rollout, its development and improvement strategy, Internal Control Policy and their subsequent modifications;
•P
 reliminary examination, prior to examination by the
Board of Directors, of ICS efficacy cited in internal auditor’s* reports regarding internal control system efficacy
as well as of information on external independent evaluation of the ICS efficacy, generation of proposals/recommendations how to improve the Company’s internal
control system;
•O
 versight of the internal control system regarding examination of items related to oversight of integrity of
data presented by the Company’s accounting (financial)
statements, of election of the external auditor and external audit, of compliance with regulatory requirements,
regarding examination of the Executive Board’s report
with regard to arrangement and functioning of the Company’s internal control system and regarding examination
of items related to analysis and evaluation of execution of
the internal control policy.
Board of Directors’ Strategy and Development Committee
•O
 versight of the progress of adopted programs and projects;
•E
 valuation of the Company’s performance efficacy.
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Sole executive body
• Provision of ICS rollout and efficient functioning;
•E
 nforcement of Board of Directors’ resolutions regarding
ICS rollout;
•A
 doption of regulating and methodological documents
of the Company regarding ICS rollout and functioning,
except for documents to be adopted by the Board of Directors;
•E
 nforcement of Company’s performance targets required
to reach set objectives;
•A
 rrangement of accounting, generation of accounting (financial) statements and other reports;
•F
 iling with the Board of Directors of statements on Company’s performance, Company’s ICS rollout and functioning.
Heads of divisions and departments
•P
 reparation, recording, implementation, monitoring and
development of the internal control system in the Company’s functional areas, liability for arrangement and coordination/performance of which is assigned to them by
Company’s bylaws/ department regulations, namely:
• Enforcement of internal control tenets;
•F
 acilitation in forming up of efficient processes (lines of
operations), including but not limited to generation and
implementation, in light of exposed risks, of new control
procedures and revision of existing ones;

Board of Directors’ Reliability Committee

•P
 romotion of regulation of processes (lines of operations)
under supervision;

•A
 nalysis of production activities regarding evaluation of
internal technical control system rollout.

• Enforcement of control procedures;

Board of Directors’ Personnel and Remunerations Committee
•R
 egular analysis of performance of the General Director
and members of the Executive Board.
Board of Directors’ Technological Connection Committee
•P
 reparation of proposals to improve Company’s regulations and standards regarding provision of non-discriminatory access to connection services;
•G
 eneration of principles and criteria for efficiency evaluation of Company’s connection services;
•E
 valuation of efficiency of Company’s connection services.
Executive Board
•P
 rovision of ICS rollout and efficient functioning;
•E
 nforcement of Board of Directors’ resolutions regarding
ICS rollout;
• Identification of ICS aspects to be developed and improved and planning of relevant activities;
•P
 reparation of statements on Company’s performance,
Company’s ICS rollout and functioning;
•E
 xamination of external independent evaluation of ICS efficacy, generation of measures to develop and improve
the ICS.
* Internal Audit Department.

• Evaluation (monitoring) of control procedure progress;
•E
 valuation of processes (lines of operations) under supervision concerning required optimization to enhance efficiency and comply with modifiable external and internal
environment, enforcement of proposals to improve control procedures;
•E
 limination of exposed weaknesses of control procedures
and processes (lines of operations).
Employees, liable for control due to their job positions
• Performance of control procedures;
•R
 eporting to direct supervisors on cases when control
procedures cannot be performed due to certain barriers
and/or require redesigning, caused by changes of internal
and/or external environment of Company’s operations,
•F
 iling with the supervisors of proposals to implement
control procedures into relevant spheres of operations.
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Specialized control bodies
Security Department
•O
 versight whether all employees comply with the Anti-Corruption Policy and relevant bylaws, adopted for its
development and enforcement, minimizing corruption
risks.
Legal Department
•O
 versight whether the Company complies with the laws
by conducting legal expertise and approval procedures in
a manner, established by Company’s administrative and
regulatory documents, of drafts of contracts and agreements, administrative and regulatory documents, resolutions of Company’s governing bodies, representation of
interests proxies, applications, letters, claims, filed by the
Company to legislative and executive bodies, courts, law
enforcement agencies.
Internal Control and Risk Management Section
•G
 eneration and enforcement of guidelines related to
build-up and improvement of internal control;

describe and implement control procedures into the processes (lines of operations) and assignment of responsibilities to executives;
• Coordination of maintenance and monitoring of ICS target state;
• Preparation of information on the internal control system
for stakeholders;
• Collaboration with state watchdogs in the sphere of internal control.
Internal Audit Department
• Development of recommendations how to improve control procedures, separate components (elements) of internal control procedures and system after internal audit
procedures;
• Internal independent evaluation of efficacy of the internal
control system and provision of recommendations how to
enhance efficiency and performance of the internal control system.

•F
 acilitation to the management in build-up of control
environment, generation of recommendations how to
To ensure that the internal control system is efficient and meets ever-changing requirements and conditions, the Company evaluates its efficiency whether it complies with target status and maturity level. The Strategy83 stipulates 6 maturity
levels of the internal control system (from 1 «null» to 6 «high»). To perform the assignments of the Board of Directors the
Company has prepared a package of measures to improve the internal control system to be implemented during the reported period.
The list of key measures focused on ICS improvement, implemented by the Company during the reported period
1. Preparation, update and
communication to all stakeholders of the regulatory
and methodological framework on internal control.
The Company has 426 bylaws, classified into 29 business process categories.

2. Development of typical
process models and matrices of control procedures
for three processes: “Investment Planning”, “Reconstruction and Greenfield
Development of Grid Facilities” (outsource/in-house
type) and “Controlling of
Financial and Economic
Performance with Regard
to Oversight and Analysis
of Investment Program Execution”.

Evaluation of the internal control system, performed in 2016, showed
that the maturity level of
the internal control system is between “Moderate” and “Optimal” values.
Internal independent evaluation
of the ICS efficiency was done by
the Company’s internal auditor, no
external independent evaluation
being performed.

3. Conduct of trainings and
individual counseling on the
internal control system for
the employees to enhance
their engagement and quality of engagement in building up, keeping up to the
mark and developing their
business processes to comply with changing external
and internal environment of
the internal control system.

4. Alignment of the Company’s goals and key operating risks as well as risks of
core and supportive business processes of the Company.

Evaluation of the internal control system, performed in 2016, showed that the
maturity level of the internal control system is between “Moderate” and “Optimal” values. Internal independent evaluation of the ICS efficiency was done
by the Company’s internal auditor, no external independent evaluation being
performed.
The Internal Audit Department is a unit, liable for internal audit. The Internal Audit Department is responsible to the Company’s Board of Directors. This means
that the Board of Directors oversees and administers the unit (namely, adoption of the unit’s action plan, progress report, its budget as well as assignment,
dismissal and remuneration of the unit head). Goals and objectives, principles
of IA rollout and functioning, functions and authorities of the internal audit are
stipulated by the Internal Audit Policy85. There are also several bylaws regulating
internal audit86-90.
The goal of internal audit is to assist the Board of Directors and executive bodies
of the Company in enhancing efficacy of governance and improving its finan-
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Outcomes of the control procedures
performed by the internal audit
during 2016.
Audits

53%

13%

7%

27%

Internal
investigations
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cial and economic performance, by enforcing systematic and coherent approach
to analysis and evaluation of the systems of risk management, internal control
and corporate governance as instruments of reasonable assurance in Company’s
goal achievement. The Company had 5 employees in charge of the internal audit
in 2016. The internal auditor has conducted 11 inspections during the year.
2016 IA control procedures prescribed 65 remedial actions to eliminate and prevent violations and problems, exposed by the internal audit. 30 remedial actions
out of 32 actions, subject to execution during the reported period, were conducted, 2 remedial actions were cancelled.

Monitoring
of execution
of measures

Evaluation
of the internal control
and risk management
systems

R emedial actions
The Audit Committee oversees the execution of remedial actions. It continuously examines executives’ progress reports with regard to elimination of problems,
exposed by the Board of Internal Auditors, internal auditor and watchdogs.

R I S K

M A N A G E M E N T

With a view to secure sustainable faultless operations and evolution of the Company we have implemented the risk management system that identifies, evaluates and effectively manages risks threatening Company’s reputation and operations, health of employees, environment and ownership interests of stockholders and investors. To develop the RMS the
Company’s Board of Directors has adopted the Risk Management Policy91.
The following entities participate in
the risk management:
•B
 oard of Directors;
•B
 oard of Directors’ Strategy and Development Committee;
•E
 xecutive bodies (Executive Board,
General Director);
•O
 wners of risks (Deputy General Directors, Heads of units with straight
reporting line to the General Director);

RM-related goals of the Company are:
• Reduction of possibility and/or consequences of events with negative
effect on Company’s goals;
• Prioritization of Company’s activities
in the light of existing risks, incl. financial risks;

• Achievement of operational targets;
• Ongoing improvement of overall efficiency by analyzing and evaluating
existing risks;

•P
 erformers
measures.

• Securing of reliable performance of
the Russian grid sector;

risk

management

•T
 imely and in-depth informational and analytical support of decision-taking and planning processes
of the Company and its SACs.

• Preservation of assets and efficient
use of available resources;

• Internal control and risk management section;
of

•A
 chievement of optimal efficiency
for the RMS of the Company and its
SACs;

RM-related decisions of the C-level executives comply with laws of Russia and ensure reasonable proportion of positive
effect and incurred expenses. Executing RM-related decisions, the Company regularly analyzes their practical efficiency.
The Company singles out the following RM methods.
1. Insurance of property, production units, vehicles and machinery, civil liability, health services
and other types of insurance.
2. Waiver of unreliable contractors.
3. Diversification of purchases of raw materials, materials, equipment and services to reduce Company’s dependence on certain contractors.

Risk materiality is a combination
of risk occurrence possibility and
value of consequences in money
and other terms.
Changes of risk materiality, as
compared to 2015 and during
2016, are indicated additionally.

Crucial

Important

Moderate
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I

ndustry

risks

Tariff risks
Energy transmission and connection to electric networks are regulated by the state. The state strives to cap transmission
tariffs and connection fees (including privileged fees for separate categories of consumers); such policy may limit tariff
resources for investment and operating activities of the Company.
Tariff setting by regulators has a direct impact on Company’s revenues, ending up with:
1. Risk related to setting of tariffs below economically feasible levels;
2. Risk related to revenues reduction impacted by changes of actual transmission voltage breakdown, compared to
revenues approved when tariffs were set;
3. Risk related to revenues reduction impacted by slumped
actual supply on the back of energy saving, if compared to
revenues in tariff and balance decisions. Company’s total
supply is mostly comprised of energy transmission for industrial enterprises. If their production declines or they acquire or launch own generating facilities, it is immediately
followed by significant revenues implosion;

4. Risk related to additional cross-subsidy expenses that
impedes setting of economically feasible transmission tariffs;
5. Risks arising from evolving legislation regarding pricing
of the electric sector;
6. Risks arising from impossibility to compensate shortfall
in revenue of the previous periods in full, to record shortfall
in revenue from privileged connection of separate categories of filers in full due to set transmission tariff ceiling.

Minimization of consequences
1. Close cooperation with regional regulators regarding
economic feasibility of Company’s expenses.
2. Filing with the state tariff regulators of proposals regarding balance parameters for the next year to be approved
in the consolidated regional forecast balance of electricity
production and supply.

3. Execution of the cost control program.
4. Oversight of business plan execution.
5. Provision of well-balanced planning of operations in line
with approved tariff decisions.

Risks related to technological connection
Decrease of demand for connection and transmission services against target demand, covered by tariff and balance decisions
approved by the regional regulators.
Minimization of consequences
1. Filing with the regional tariff regulators of information regarding inclusion of privileged connection expenses in full
into transmission tariffs.

2. Arrangement of tariff campaign to secure approval of
economically feasible connection fees for all operations set
by the legislation.

Risk related to shortfalls in income driven by cross-subsidy
Large industrial enterprises cross-subsidy other consumers, incl. residents. Several large industrial enterprises, connected
directly to UNES networks, pay transmission fees for the transmission services in cases when last-mile facilities are leased
by the Company under last-mile contracts, concluded between IDGC of Urals (OAO) and FSK UES (PAO).
Minimization of consequences
Collaboration with the regional tariff regulators regarding cross-subsidy (filing of substantiated documents and calculations).
Provider-of-last-resort risks
Since several enactments were adopted at the end of 2012 to simplify withdrawal of PoLR status from energy sales companies, the Company encountered risks related to compulsory acceptance of authorities and liabilities from PoLR energy
sales companies, namely risks of PoLR energy sales activities arising when insolvent and dishonest consumers or socially
important and non-disconnectable consumers do not pay for the services and the Company cannot limit or cease energy
supply to force them to pay.
Minimization of consequences
Interaction with infrastructure companies of whole-sale energy market, law enforcements regarding settlement of PoLR
debts.
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Risks related to increase of overdue and bad debts
1. Overdue transmission receivables contribute most to
the total receivables structure of the Company and have a
great impact on its financial results. As a result, the Company requires crediting, driven by demanding schedule of
payments (suppliers, wages, taxes, etc.), since it does not
collect enough money from contractors. Risk of income
deficiency due to bad payment discipline of energy sales
companies or reduced consumption if compared to targets.

2. Imperfection of mechanisms of the retail energy market
explodes into controversies between grid operators and
sales firms over electricity consumption and tariffs. As a
result, there appears contestable and overdue receivables
for electricity transmission services rendered by the Company, triggering reduced liquidity of the Company and its
solvency.

Minimization of consequences
1. Interaction with contractors to secure timely discharge
of contractual liabilities and cancellation of overdue debt.

5. Elimination of conflict-originating reasons, reduction of
disputed and overdue debt for the rendered services.

2. Legal collection focusing on debt collection (delay fees)
and creation of favorable court practices.

6. Collaboration with regional instrumentalities (commissions) that monitor payments for energy and its transmission to find a mutual debt-reducing solution.

3. Generation of proposals to be introduced to legislation in
effect to strengthen payment discipline.
4. Implementation of direct-supplier-contract policy.

F ederal

and

7. Search for alternative solutions focusing on debt reduction caused by payment failures by providers of last resort
(ESC).

regional

risks

Risks related to political and economic situation
Federal and regional risks are influenced by macroeconomic factors of global, federal or regional scale. These are mainly
EU sanctions against Russia, resulting in high Fx volatility, restrained supply of imported materials, equipment, etc. Regional risks for the Company are mainly limited to failures of regional regulators to include some of economically feasible
expenses, incurred by the Company, into tariffs. Such disregard may have a strong effect on Company’s investment program execution.
Minimization of consequences
1. We take measures to replace imported materials and
equipment with domestic ones, expand access for small
and medium businesses to procurements in line with the
Federal Procurement Law.

the Company shall take antirecession measures to reduce
this negative impact (cost-cutting and cost optimization,
reduction of investment plans, reduction of loans and borrowings to fund operations, well-balanced financial policy).

2. If political and economic situation in Russia or any region is unstable and may impact Company’s performance,

3. Collaboration with state agencies and other stakeholders
to diminish the influence of these risks.

Geographical risks,
including
additional exposure due to natural disasters,
possible suspension of transport connection
These risks include a danger of possible losses due to bad weather conditions.
Minimization of consequences
The Company prepares for autumn-winter operations, each branch being certified in a proper manner. All branches have
a long-term experience of successful quick liquidation of consequences from natural disasters, badly influencing facilities
and network infrastructure.

F

inancial

risks

Risks related to the policy of the Russian Central Bank
The Bank of Russia enforces its monetary policy in an inflation-targeting mode, focusing on protection and stabilization of
ruble by price support to end up with low inflation and its support. To meet the inflation target the Bank of Russia enforces
a range of monetary instruments, the key rate influencing setting of banking loan rates being the core parameter.
Minimization of consequences
Appreciating the necessity to raise funding in 2016, the gradually reduced key rate helped us conduct tenders and raise
required funding at optimal rate to refinance expensive loans and reduce the possibility of interest rate risks.
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Fx risks
Fx changes have also no impact on operations and financial profile of the Company since loans and payments to suppliers
or contractors are nominated in domestic currency. However, since equipment range of the Company still has a small share
of imported components, any hikes of Fx rates may cause increased prices of the procured equipment.
Minimization of consequences
The Company realizes its import-substitution policy focusing on project solutions to minimize usage of imported equipment and materials. Optionally, it considers conclusion of long-term contracts with stable equipment prices for projects
depending on imported equipment and materials.
Interest rate risks
(reduced materiality of risk)
The Company has loans to fund its operational and investment activities and is exposed to risks related to rate hikes. Sharp
increase of interest rates on loans and borrowings may lead to increased debt servicing costs.
Minimization of consequences
1. Improvement of debt structure;
2. Oversight of reciprocal discharge of liabilities on credit
contracts in force;

3. Monitoring of the debt market during debt-attraction arrangements.
4. Auctions and contracts with largest Russian banks, able
to credit large sums at moderate rates

Inflation-based risks
Inflation has a negative influence on Company’s profile.
The key risks are:
1. Risk related to the loss of real value of receivables if such
receivables are delayed or overdue;

2. Risk related to grown costs of contractors’ services, resulting in increased Company’s expenses.

Minimization of consequences
Operating under inflation conditions the Company has developed the Enhanced Efficiency and Cost-Cutting Program.
Risk related to value loss of receivables is reduced by controlling due consumers’ payments and acceleration of overdue
payments.

L

egal

risks

Legal risks
1. Legal risks are related to ambiguous interpretation of
legislation to end up with wrong tax charges and payments.
2. Risks of losses due to evolving legislation and mistakes
in documents and poor legal services.
3. Risks of changes in Fx legislation.
4. Risks of changes in tax legislation.
5. Risks of changes in customs regulations and tollages.

6. Risks related to changes in licensing of the Company or
licensing of rights for usage of limited circulation facilities.
7. Risks of changes in legislation on the energy sector.
8. Risks related to changes in court practices with regard
to Company’s operations (incl. licensing) that may have a
negative impact on its performance and lawsuits.
9. Risks related to the churn of consumers contributing
10% to total revenues of the Company.

Minimization of consequences
1. Our register is administered by a professional registrar
(STATUS, AO) with a good background. The Company promotes a range of measures focusing on strong cooperation
with its stockholders and respect of their rights and interests: disclosure of information, compliant with relevant legislation, regular meetings with stockholders to discuss vital
issues of the Company’s operations, compliance with corporate procedures and bylaws.
2. The Company plans its further operations with due regard
to changes in legislation and judicial practices.

3. Ongoing improvement of tax calculation methodology
and oversight of its compliance with legislation in force.
4. All operations undergo compulsory legal pre-examination.
5. Transactions undergo compulsory legal pre-examination
to consider whether they fall under corporate procedures
stated by laws and/or charter of the Company. If such approval is required, competent bodies of the Company examine such transactions.
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Operating and technological risks
Operating and technological risks affecting reliable supply are primarily related to a severe depreciation of grid assets,
problems of exploitation and operations of grid assets as well as incomplete repair program.
Factors of exploitation and technological risks are:
1. Accidents of natural or technogenic character;

3. Shifts to forced accident-tolerant power exchanges;

2. Decrease of efficiency of Company’s asset management
system (shift in priorities regarding reliable exploitation of
networks, wrong ranging of facilities to be repaired);

4. Factors related to equipment exploitation, including
violations of technical norms, errors made by personnel,
breaches of dispatcher schedules and discipline.

Risk may end up with significant economic and reputation losses. Besides, these factors influence network losses and
increase Company’s loss compensation expenses.
Minimization of consequences
1. Clearing and widening of 0.4-220-kV power line corridors, refurbishment of grid facilities.

6. Improvement of the system managing emergency inventories during emergency recovery works.

2. Enhancement of reserve power supplies, machinery and
special-purpose vehicles for emergency recovery works.

7. Increase of quality of mobile emergency recovery teams.

3. Program of grid facility upgrade (revamp).

8. Training, supervision and examining of operating personnel.

4. Upgrade of communications and telematics.
5. Improvement of systems, liable for collection and transmission of information, analysis of technological failures,
forecast of consequences, incl. implementation of automated recovery resource management system (ARRMS).
Investment risks
The Company invests mainly in reconstruction and upgrade of existing facilities, in measures securing reliability of operations. Investing in upgrade the Company encounters the risk of reduced reconstruction investments, caused mainly by
considerable portion of expenses, incurred by the Company, to connect consumers (including privileged ones). Reduced
revenues from lowered electricity consumption in the regions also may influence investment cuts.
The following factors may trigger the investment risks:
1. Reduced electricity consumption in the regions;
2. Tariff decisions;
3. High level of receivables (including overdue) and, as a
result, risks of investment funding failures;
4. Persisting connection volumes (including privileged connection);

5. Risks when regulators do not include shortfall in revenues from privileged connection into the tariff;
6. Lack of federal legislative innovations regarding setting
of privileged connection fair value and initiatives strengthening liability of consumers;
7. Reduction of efficiency and devaluation of capex in the
course of investment and R&D programs.

Minimization of consequences
1. When the Company includes investment projects into its
investment program, it aligns the projects with regional development plans. The Company files investment amounts
and funding with the Ministry of Energy for approval.
2. The Company cuts per-unit investment expenditures by
optimizing program structure, performing in-house works,
generating typical technical solutions, annual monitoring
of per-unit costs of investment projects as well as by reducing project value during planning (use of consolidated
indices of construction costs, analysis of project solutions
at incomplete facilities).
3. The Company enhances quality of projects and investment efficiency by reducing per-unit construction costs,
high loading of commissioned facilities, generating and
implementing systems for comparative analysis of per-unit
CIW costs and for investment management.
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2016 risk importance evaluation

Investment
risks

Tariff
risks

Risks related to
technological connection

Operating
and technological risks
Risk related to shortfalls in income
driven by cross-subsidy

Legal risks

Provider-of-last-resort risks

Inﬂation-based risks
Fx risks

Geographical
risks

Risks related to increase
of overdue and bad debts
Risks related to political
and economic situation

Interest rate risks

Risks related to the policy
of the Russian Central Bank

S E C U R I T Y
During the reported period we have
adopted no additional bylaws to enforce federal anti-corruption laws.
Our anti-corruption activities were
based on the Federal Anti-corruption Law92 and Anti-corruption Policy of Rosseti and Rosseti’s SACs93. In
2016 we scrutinized 9 whistle-blowing reports from customers but no
substantiation of the reported facts
was discovered. Audits of financial
and economic operations revealed
30 cases of abuse, improper execution of duties and other misconduct
of the employees during 2016. As a
result, 47 employees were brought
to disciplinary responsibility, 3 employees were dismissed and bonuses for 7 employees were deducted.

A N D

A N T I - C O R R U P T I O N

We handed over 7 cases to law enforcements, with initiation of criminal investigation being waived for 6
cases and charges being dismissed
for 1 case.
During the reported period we also
arranged measures to reveal and
settle conflicts of interests. We have
processed 1,906 declarations completed by the employees. We have
discovered and settled 2 preconflict
situations, examined by the Company’s panel, liable for compliance with
corporate ethics norms and settlement of conflicts of interest. We
have also examined 16 job resumes
for positions, subject to the Settlement of Conflicts of Interest Stan-

dard (PL MRSK-GAKP-03-2015). To
enforce anti-corruption activities in
business relations with partners and
contractors we have checked 1,999
expenditure contracts for disclosure
of the chain of ownership. There
were no negative opinions regarding revealed conflicts of interests.
On the whole, during 2016 we filed
175 statements regarding economic
damages incurred by the Company
with the law enforcements, with initiation of criminal investigation for
117 cases. 565 administrative procedures related to unrecorded energy
consumption were initiated, with
390 residents being held administratively liable.
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INVESTOR AND STOCKHOLDER RELATIONS
S H A R E H O L D E R
As of 31.12.2016 the charter capital of the Company totaled RUB
8,743,048,571.1
(or
87,430,485,711
shares of the common stock with par
value of RUB 0.1 each). There were
no changes of the Company’s charter capital during 2016. IDGC of Urals
(OAO) has issued no shares of preferred stock.

C A P I T A L

S T R U C T U R E

Shares
Outstanding shares of common stock
Authorized shares of common stock

Quantity
87,430,485,711
2,475,713,367

Face value
RUB 0.1
RUB 0.1

As of 31.12.2016 the register comprises 16,590 registered accounts, presented by
8 nominal holders, 2 custodians, 98 legal entities and 16,481 individuals.

The structure of the Company’s shareholder capital
(the data presented is as of 18.04.2016, register date) is as follows
The largest stockholder of IDGC of
Urals (OAO) is Rosseti (PAO): it owns
a controlling block of voting stock
amounting to 51.52% of the charter
capital.

Rosseti (PAO)

51.52%

Atonline Ltd.

2.48%

Federal Property Fund

3.71%

I.D.E. Electricity Distribution
Investments 1 Ltd

19.55%

5.45%

Energyo Solutions
Russia (Cyprus) Ltd.

10.60%

6.69%

Other
stockholders

Metkombank (PAO)

A large block of the Company’s voting stock (19.55%) is owned by Metkombank (PAO). Small blocks of the
Company’s voting stock are distributed among Energyo Solutions Russia
(Cyprus) Ltd. (6.69%), I.D.E. Electricity
Distribution Investments 1 Ltd (5.45%),
Federal Property Fund (3.71%) and
Atonline Ltd. (2.48%). Other stockholders own cumulatively 10.6% of the
voting stock
IDGC of Urals (OAO) has no information on other blocks of stock over 5%
except for these already disclosed
above.

State registration number:
1-01-32501-D dated as of 03.05.2005
Ticker: MRKU, ISIN: RU000A0JPPT1
During the reported period ordinary
shares were in Level 1 Quotation List of
Moscow Exchange (PAO); they also were
included into the MICEX PWR index* base.
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The Russian legislation guarantees that any common stock gives equal rights to any shareholder. Therefore, our shareholders
are entitled to:
1. Participate in a General Meeting of
Stockholders (in person or by proxy)
with voting power on all respective
matters.
2. Introduce own proposals to the
agenda of a General Meeting of Stockholders in a manner set forth by the
Russian legislation and Company’s
Charter.

3. Obtain information on the Company and get familiarized with Company’s documents in line with Article 91
of the Federal Joint-Stock Companies’
Law, other regulatory enactments and
Charter.
4. Collect dividends announced by the
Company.

5. Preemptive acquisition of additional shares and convertible securities,
placed by subscription, pro rata to the
ownership in cases stipulated by the
Russian legislation.
6. Obtain property of the Company in
case of its liquidation.
7. Enjoy other rights guaranteed by
the Russian legislation and Charter.

A stockholder or a group of stockholders with at least 2% of the voting stock are entitled to introduce issues to the agenda
of a General Meeting of Stockholders and promote nominees for election to the Board of Directors and Board of Internal
Auditors of the Company. A stockholder or a group of stockholders with at least 10% of the voting stock are entitled to
initiate an extraordinary General Meeting of Stockholders of the Company.
*P
 ost-reporting events: On 31 January 2017 Moscow Exchange (PAO) decided to transfer shares of a range
of Interregional Distribution Grid Companies, including IDGC of Urals (OAO) to Level 2 Quotation List.
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The rights of IDGC of Urals’ stockholders are guaranteed by the following:
1. The Company publicly discloses:
• t he General Meeting of Stockholders notice and materials on agenda
items within 30 days prior to the
General Meeting;
• r ecommendations provided by the
Board of Directors regarding items
of the General Meeting agenda by
press releases, corporate actions/
events and minutes of the Board of
Directors’ meetings;
•d
 ate when entities, entitled to participate in the General Meeting of
Stockholders, are defined within 7
days prior to the register date;
•m
 inutes of the meetings of stockholders on the corporate web-site.

T H E

2. The Company’s stockholders may
submit proposals to be included into
the agenda of the annual general
meeting of stockholders within 60
days after the end of the calendar year.

5. Voting results at the general meeting of stockholders are announced
prior to the conclusion of the meeting to be disclosed in line with legal
requirements.

3. Registration of entities, entitled to
participate in the general meeting of
stockholders, is disclosed in details in
the Regulations on the General Meeting of Stockholders.

6. The Company has the Dividend
Policy stipulating primary principles
of dividend payments, mechanics of
dividend decision-taking, procedure,
deadlines and form of dividend payments. The relevant Policy is disclosed
on the official web-site of the Company*.

4. The Company’s registrar performs
the functions of the Counting Commission during the general meeting of
stockholders. Since December 2010
the Company’s registrar is STATUS
(AO) (official web-site: www.rostatus.
ru).

C O M P A N Y

A N D

During the first four months of 2016 investors actively increased their investments into the Russian stock market.
But in the middle of the year, on the back of expectations
regarding Brexit voting, rise of US Federal Reserve System
rate and oil price corrections, investors began to quit the
Russian stock market. However, MICEX PWR index behaved
otherwise: in May-September the sector was flooded with

7. The decision to pay dividend allows
stockholders to receive full details regarding dividend amount, payment
procedure and deadlines.

S T O C K

M A R K E T

investor attention. Such behavioral pattern shown by investors may be a mere underestimation and low interest
among investors to the sector in the previous years. Positive news regarding dividends amounting to 50% of the
net profit shown by the sector companies also pumped the
interest of investors to the sector. Active trading subsided
only in October.

Dynamics of IDGC of Urals’s shares, MICEX and MICEX PWR indices in 2016, %
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Situation changed dramatically in November on the back of
OPEC’s historical decision to cut oil output and unexpected
US presidential elections results. OPEC’s decision to cut oil
output boosted crude oil prices that ended in positive impact on rouble-nominated assets. However, the key trigger
for foreign investors was US presidential elections won by
Donald Trump. According to the data from Emerging Portfolio Fund Research, almost US$ 1.6 billion were invested into
Russian funds between the Trump’s victory in November

and end of 2016 as a compensation for outflows in previous
years.
During 2016 the investment community showed a far greater
interest to the Company’s stock, if compared to the previous years. Thus, the annual trading volume in monetary and
quantitative terms totaled RUB 455.6 million and 3.6 billion
respectively. The annual number of transactions amounted
to 18.8 thousand.

* Incorporating Documents and Bylaws Section (Main/ About us / Incorporating Documents and Bylaws).
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IDGC of Urals’ trading volume during 2016 (main market)
in RUB million
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The key alleged factors of immense
interest to the Company’s shares
from investors during 2016 are:
i) low interest of investors to the
Company’s shares in previous years
due to several reasons (extreme
volatility of the Russian stock market and overall low investment activity caused by geopolitical risks,
drop in commodity prices, Fx volatility, general deceleration of Russian economy, unclear regulatory
policy towards the sector); and ii)
the highest dividend (50% of RAS
net profit) paid by the Company’s
in its lifetime.

111

The price for the Company’s common shares added
78.1% during 2016, starting from RUB 0.0918 (average
weighted price of the first trading day of 2016) and
ending RUB 0.1635 (average weighted price of the
last trading day of 2016).
The Company’s market value as of the last trading day
(30.12.2016) totaled RUB 14,294,884,413.75.

COMMUNICATIONS WITH STOCKHOLDERS, INVESTORS
AND OTHER STOCK MARKET PARTICIPANTS
IDGC of Urals (OAO) aims to promptly and regularly convey information about its operations to all those interested in receiving it to the extent necessary for them to make
an informed decision about participation in the Company
or other actions that are capable of affecting the Company’s financial and business operations.
The Company maintains a special web-page www.mrskural.ru/en/ir/, with answers to frequently asked questions
from stockholders and investors, a regularly updated calendar of corporate events, dividend history, key performance indicators as well as other information that investors and stockholder may find useful.
The Company also uses its official web-page at Interfax
newswire system www.e-disclosure.ru/portal/company.
aspx?id=12105 to disclose corporate events or actions,
annual and quarterly reports, accounting (financial) statements, etc.
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A L L O C A T I O N
Company’s dividend policy focuses
on enhancement of Company’s investment prospects and market value, balancing between interests of the
Company and its stockholders. The
Company’s dividend policy is envisaged by the Regulations on Dividend
Policy94. Fundamentals of the dividend policy are:
•D
 ividends are basically calculated
from the profit, no adjustments for
revaluation of financial assets to be
made;
•M
 aintenance of required financial
and technical status of the Company
(execution of investment program),
provision of Company’s development prospects;
•C
 ompliance of dividend calculation
and distribution practices with laws
of Russia and best corporate governance standards;
•O
 ptimal mixture of interests of the
Company and its stockholders;
•R
 equired enhancement of Company’s investment prospects and its
market value;
•P
 rovision of transparency of dividend calculation and distribution;
•D
 ividends are distributed among
holders of common shares only if
holders of preferred shares collect
all dividends as stated by the Company’s charter (if the Company has
any preferred shares).

O F

P R O F I T

Allocation of profit*

Non-distributed net profit (loss) of the
reported period, namely:
Reserve fund
Enterprise development
Dividends
Recovery of losses of previous periods

FY2013
(General
meeting held
in 2014)
354,581

FY2014
(General
meeting held
in 2015)
2,006,783

FY2015
(General
meeting held
in 2016)
2,466,036

17,729
247,673
89,179
0

80,260
1,419,426
507,097
0

0
1,224,523
1,241,513
0

*A
 llocation of profit as decided by the Annual General Meetings of Stockholders:
AGSM held in 2014 (FY2013): Minutes No.7 dated as of 27.06.2014.
AGSM held in 2015 (FY2014): Minutes No.8 dated as of 18.06.2015.
AGSM held in 2016 (FY2015): Minutes No.9 dated as of 06.06.2016.

Pursuant to the Company’s charter, allocation of FY2016 profit will be decided
upon by the Annual General Meeting of Stockholders.
Dividend report
Resolution date
Total accrued
dividend, RUB
DPS, RUB
Dividends paid, RUB
Paid/Accrued, %

FY2015
Minutes No.9 dated
as of 06.06.2016.
1,241,513,000

FY2014
Minutes No.8 dated
as of 18.06.2015.
507,097,000

FY2015
Minutes No.7 dated
as of 27.06.2014.
89,179,000

0.0142
1,230,151,099
99.01

0.0058
502,266,148.12
99.047

0.00102
88,228,612.45
98.93

Unfortunately, persons, included into the
list of persons entitled to collect dividends,
collected no dividends since they had
not provided the registrar with relevant
information on details required for dividend
transfers.

F R E Q U E N T LY A S K E D Q U E S T I O N S A N D A N S W E R S
How can I know the exact amount of the Company’s shares
owned by me?
To see the exact amount of the Company’s shares owned by
you, you need to contact our registrar STATUS (AO) at its HQ
(located at: 32/1 Ulitsa Novorogozhskaya, Moscow, Russia,
109544) or its regional branches (explore the official registrar’s
web-site at www.rostatus.ru to find the nearest office near
you). Please, be aware that you should have your ID with you
to pick up the account statement containing the exact amount
of the Company’s shares owned by you.
I have problems with collecting dividends through
my bank account, though general meetings of
stockholders regularly vote for dividend allocation.
What should I do to finally collect the dividends?
The problem seemingly lies in incorrect or
fragmentary data regarding your bank account or
taxpayer ID number. You should contact our registrar
(STATUS AO) to clear this up.

I do not receive the voting papers from
your company to be able to vote at
general meetings of stockholder. What
should I do to start receiving the voting
papers?
The register seemingly contains incorrect
address details. To alter it, you should
contact any registrar’s office, nearest to
you. The registrar alters the register only
using relevant data of a questionnaire
completed by the stockholder. This
questionnaire can be downloaded from the
official registrar’s web-site www.rostatus.
ru for completion. Alteration services are
to be paid for in line with the current fees
disclosed by the registrar. Please, explore
the official registrar’s web-site to find
more details on alteration procedure.
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I N F O R M A T I O N

Should you need any comments on the matters that were not disclosed hereof or with regard to shareholding, please, do
not hesitate to get in touch with us using the contacts below:
Full company name
Interregional Distributive
Grid Company of Urals
Short company name
IDGC of Urals (ОАО)
Domicile / Postal address
140 Ulitsa Mamina Sibiryaka,
Ekateriburg, 620026 Russia
PSRN
1056604000970
TIN / IECC
6671163413 / 997450001
E-mail
mrsk@mrsk-ural.ru
Web-site
www.mrsk-ural.ru
Customer Hotline
8 800 2501220
Corporate Secretary
Sergey Anatolyevich GUSAK

Corporate Governance and
Stockholder Relations Department
Phone: +7 343 2152665 or 2152658
Fax: +7 343 2152584
e-mail: ir@mrsk-ural.ru
Registrar — Joint-Stock Company Registrar Company STATUS (АО STATUS)
Postal address
32/1 Ulitsa
Novorogozhskaya,
Moscow, 109544
Russia

License
10-000-1-00304

Contact phone
+7 495 9748345

Maturity limitless

Issued
12.03.2004

Issuing authority
Federal Financial
Market Service

U S E F U L

Registrar branches
Office 1003, 44D
Ulitsa Kuybysheva,
Ekaterinburg,
620026
phone
+7 343 2871839/49

L I N K S

Financial Reporting under RAS

www.mrsk-ural.ru/en/ir/financial-information/ras/

Financial Reporting under IFRS

www.mrsk-ural.ru/en/ir/financial-information/ifrs/

IR Calendar
Quick Analyzer
Corporate actions and events
Lists of affiliated entities
Quarterly reports
Annual reports
Governing and Control Bodies
Highlights

www.mrsk-ural.ru/en/ir/analyst-center/ir-calendar/
www.mrsk-ural.ru/en/ir/analyst-center/quick-analyzer/
www.mrsk-ural.ru/en/disclosure/issuer/corporate-actions/
www.mrsk-ural.ru/en/disclosure/issuer/affiliate/
www.mrsk-ural.ru/en/disclosure/issuer/quarterly-reports/
www.mrsk-ural.ru/en/disclosure/issuer/annual-reports/
www.mrsk-ural.ru/en/company/controls/
www.mrsk-ural.ru/en/company/highlights/finance/

Office 702, 50 Ulitsa
Lenina, Perm, 614990
phone
+7 342 2180166

